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Celebrating
Twenty Years

Come experience our
new expanded lunch and
bakery menu with delectible
new pastry treats, grilled
panini sandwiches, and
fresh artisan salads.
Thank you for
twenty wonderful years.

Ireland Out?

A Wee Bit O’ The Emerald Isle
Right Here in Jacksonville
•
•
•
•
•

Handmade Bagels
Grilled Panini
Organic Soups
Artisan Salads
Fresh Bakery Fare

• Exquisite Coﬀee
• Free Wi-Fi
• Read a Book
• Sit & Talk
• Plenty of Room

Shamrock Lattés

20% off thru March
6am to 6pm
Open Seven Days a Week
165 S. Oregon St. • Jacksonville, Oregon • 541.899.8740
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by Whitman Parker, Publisher

f you’re like me, the sight of green spring growth
evokes feelings of hope and renewal. With the
December freeze, January frost and February rains
thankfully waning, a woodland wildflower explosion,
staring Jacksonville’s famous Fritillaria, is now in full
bloom.
As the weather improves, I’ll be spending more
time outdoors and getting back to my garden and yard.
And, in a flash of an eye, the 2010 Britt season will open,
transforming the hill into the best place in town for a picnic
dinner and world class music. Watch for next month’s
Review with the 2010 Britt schedule inside!
In the meantime, there’s plenty happening in March,
including topical Town Hall meetings – one focusing on
options for the city’s Watershed property and others on
the future of our fire department. (Please see the schedule
on page 12.) On May 18, Jacksonville city residents will
vote on a ballot measure for funding the fire department
at an increased service and staffing level. The Town Hall
meetings will provide an opportunity to meet the players,
listen, ask questions, learn, offer suggestions and become
a better-informed citizen. If you fail to participate in the
process, don’t be annoyed by the outcome.
In the wake of the “Hinger-gate” controversy over
purchasing a property for the police department, the
City Council is still seeking a financing plan for the
purchase. After public input, the Council is holdingoff on remodeling Hinger until it determines if a more
suitable location exists for admin and police. Recently,
Council toured the Jacksonville Museum (just vacated by

the Historical Society) and the vacant pharmacy building
next to Pioneer Village to see if one of them is a better fit.
That decision is expected shortly.
In case you haven’t heard, there’s an exciting
political development with huge upside ramifications
for Jacksonville – 45 year old Jacksonville resident,
Mark Wisnovsky formally announced he’s running
for County Commissioner. Before a large audience at
the Jacksonville Inn on February 19, he outlined his
vision for Jackson County’s future and discussed his
rationale for running. Mark will face fellow Democrat,
Buck Eichler in the May 18 primary for position #3 on
the November ballot. Mark is co-owner of Valley View
Winery, a terrific businessman, devoted family man and
civic volunteer. In the coming weeks, please check www.
markforcommissioner.com to learn more. Our county
needs a political adjustment, so please share this site
with your friends throughout Jackson County and tell
them to “Mark” their ballot.
Speaking of local elections, there are three open
Jacksonville council seats to fill in the November
election. Several new citizens need to step-up and run
and bring new energy and fresh ideas to the Council.
Today's issues facing Jacksonville are being handled
by a minority of hard-working councilors who do thier
homework and research. They are working incredibly
long hours and handling an unfair portion of the
workload. Others are not. If you have a passion to serve,
please consider doing so for the future benefit of our
Small Town with Big Atmosphere!

Annie’s Antics
by Annie Parker

H

ello – Happy March! I
want to share that I am
in love…with the beach!
I know that “Jacksonville is for Lovers” – but for us
four-legged canines, the beach is the bomb. We went last
weekend and I had a blast.
There were these large groups of birds standing all
over the sand that flew off en masse when I charged
into them at my full speed – it was so cool. Now, I can’t
run that well since I have this little hitch in my hip – but
it was such a thrill, I ran and ran, anyway! I felt such
power making all of those gulls fly up in the air. The
only bummer was that I couldn’t catch them – and had
to stop because of the moving water, which, by the way,
is a trip. I must say, I’m not too keen on waves – they are
loud and always moving. One minute they’re far away
and the next, they’re grabbing at my feet – what is THAT
all about?! I spent a lot of energy dodging all that moving
water.And to top it off – the water tasted weird.
But – the best part of all was… that I could DIG! At
home, my folks get all worked up when I dig in the yard
– but in the sand – no problem! While mom and dad
rested on this huge log watching the surf, I dug this huge
hole. Sand was flying everywhere! I dug so well, I was
able to lie down in the hole and rest my head on the edge!
Boy – did I sleep well that night.
I love my home in Jacksonville for sure – and my daily
walks through the beautiful historic cemetery and the
Woodlands trails – but take me to the beach anytime!!
Until next month with more doggie adventures – Annie.

Happy St. Paddy’s Day!
Mention this ad and receive

a 10% Early Week Discount
(Sunday-Wednesdays) for the
Month of March
541-899-0255
245 N. 5th Street

www.magnolia-inn.com

Enter as Strangers, Leave as Friends
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JOBA Kicks-off
"Visit Jacksonville"
Ad Campaign
JOBA, the Jacksonville Oregon Business Association, has
initiated a major marketing campaign to draw Shakespeare fans
from Ashland to Jacksonville.
The two page advertising spread shown here will run in
the OSF Playbill for the entire 2010 season and will include an
updated summer version spotlighting Jacksonville’s summer
attractions, including the Britt Music Festival. More than
200,000 Playbills will be printed for the seasonal influx of OSF
attendees.
JOBA is comprised of local business leaders, all of whom are
working together to increase business and overnight lodging
stays in Jacksonville. The $24,000 OSF marketing program is
being funded by contributions and sponsorships from JOBA
members and AVOVA – the Applegate Valley Oregon Vintners
Association. The JOBA advertisement was created to emphasize
Jacksonville’s outstanding dining, shopping, lodging,
recreational and wine tasting venues.
Since its formation in 2009, JOBA’s membership has grown
from a handful of like-minded business members to more than
thirty. Membership information may be obtained by emailing a
request to jvillematters@mindspring.com.
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CITY HALL HAPPENINGS
A Few Minutes with
the Mayor

From the Firehouse to
Your House

by Bruce Garrett

I

was perusing my bookshelves
recently and noticed a favorite book
I hadn’t read in some time - Ghost
Towns of the West by Lambert Florin,
published in 1973. The topic of Ghost
towns fascinates me and as I flipped
the pages I wondered what each of
these places was like when it was alive
and thriving. Many questions surface:
What must have occurred to cause a
town to become a ghost town? Where
are the people who lived and worked
there? Since I had not looked at Ghost
Towns since moving to Oregon, I was
curious to see if there were any ghost
towns nearby. Oregon cities mentioned
by the author include Auburn, Aurora,
Bonanza, Champoeg, Granite, Hardman,
and Jacksonville. Hold on…Jacksonville?
Jacksonville is not a ghost town!
The author refers to the Rogue River
Indian wars of 1855, the small pox
epidemic of 1868, the flood of 1869, and
the numerous city fires as having “left
the town in the peace it still enjoys today
in a somnolent but living atmosphere.
Jacksonville is not a dead ghost, but neither
is it a lively one, except for the tourists who
visit this fascinating monument to Oregon’s
mining history.” One has to wonder if
the author actually visited Jacksonville.
There are pictures of the cemetery, the first
Protestant church, the IOOF Hall, and a
Peter Britt exhibit in the old Court House
museum. But a ghost town?
There are endless discussions about

why people come to Jacksonville, both
to live and to visit. One of the primary
reasons people come to visit Jacksonville
is to see the old buildings and to travel
back in time and re-live the 1800’s.
Everyone knows the story of how gold
was discovered in Jacksonville in 1851
and how miners came from near and
far to stake their claims and get rich.
Although more than $34 million dollars of
gold passed through the local banks, dim
reminders are all that remain of the gold
mines, creeks, and hillsides.
Gold miners contributed to a second
gold rush as they traded their gold for
the goods and services offered by local
businesses. It’s these businesses, and the
homes of the people who owned and
operated these businesses, that are today’s
attractions. Today, we are fortunate to
have fine businesses who offer visitors
a place to stay, fine meals to eat, and
local shopping as they take a moment
to enjoy our city and step back in time.
It is these businesses that employ the
people who live and work here and it is
businesses that offer services we now take
for granted. It is because of successful
businesses that Jacksonville exists. In
the past, homes and businesses were
erected to provide shelter and services for
miners who came to Jacksonville in search
of golden riches. Today, homes and
businesses continue to attract visitors –
and for the lucky ones who choose to stay
longer, a wonderful place to live.

City Council Supports Green Recycling Programs
The City Council unanimously gave its
support to the Jackson County Recycling
Partnership (JCRP) and has agreed to pay
$351 in annual dues to be a member of the
popular program. JCRP is a consortium
of government bodies and waste haulers
that was formed to address solid waste
issues. It sponsors waste education
programs, including, the very successful
Latex Paint Days, Household Hazardous
Waste Collection Days, Plastic Roundups, along with numerous community
and school-based education programs.

JCRP also sponsors the Master Recycler
Program in Jackson County. Currently,
there are three Jacksonville residents who
have completed the program and three
more enrolled for the upcoming spring
program. The Master Recycler 10-week
training course is offered to 35 county
residents, business and government
representatives on recycling, waste
prevention, composting, and other topics.
For information on any of the programs,
please contact Paige Prewett at 541-855-5200.

Possible Truck Route Shelved
At its February 2 City Council meeting,
the Council directed staff to send the
City’s UGB application back to the
Planning Commission, noting that
this was not a good time to proceed.
The application, after six years of
modifications on behalf of the City, was
for the expansion of the City’s current
Urban Growth Boundary to include a
30 acre parcel located north of the Royal
Mobile Estates. The property known as
“JK1” is considered the one viable parcel
on which to build a truck route that
would enable rerouting of large trucks
away from the California Street core area
of the city.
City Administrator Paul Wyntergreen
presented the Council with a letter
received from C. David Freel, the owner
of JK1, stating that he would no longer
be providing the City with financial
assistance towards the preparation of the
City’s application because of the current
relationship between the County and
the City. In his letter, Freel stated, “it
would not be fiscally prudent for me to
continue to provide resources towards the
preparation of the City’s UGB expansion
application to Jackson County. Based
on several recent conversations… with
Jackson County Planning staff and
administration, we were informed of the

lack of “political will” on the part of the
Jackson County Planning Commission
and Board of Commissioners to facilitate
a UGB application presented on behalf
of the City of Jacksonville. This posture
by the County is apparently attributable
to the City’s recent decision to no longer
participate in the RPS (Regional Problem
Solving) process.”
The letter went on to say, “We
understand that the County would
currently assign a low priority to the
City’s UGB application and that the
time to process could be several years.
Due to the time sensitive nature of
some of the data included in this type
of application, we anticipate that a long
processing time would cause parts of the
application to become “stale.” This would
necessitate the performing of updates
to the application if the process were
to take several years. We are concerned
that without a good faith commitment
on the part of the County to facilitate the
application, the resources required to
support a successful application becomes
undeterminable.”
Regarding the potential of JK-1 to
serve as a truck route, Freel stated,
“Unfortunately, one of the many
consequences associated with the City
being unable to expand their UGB to
See Truck - Page 21

by Fire Chief, Devin Hull

I

’m honored to provide a little insight
into Jacksonville’s Fire Department.
I am extremely proud of our
dedicated and professional personnel and
their commitment to providing the best
possible service and protection of life and
property those living, working, visiting
and investing in Jacksonville and the
surrounding community.
For over 100 years, the Jacksonville
Fire Department has been privileged
to serve our community. As our city
and surrounding community continue
to grow and develop, we welcome the
challenge of meeting the changing needs
and services of you, our customers.
My vision for the Jacksonville Fire
Department can be described by four
points that provide a focus and strategy
for our commitment to continual
improvement. These four points or
“targets for excellence” include our
people, our service, our partnerships, and
our infrastructure.
People: The people in our department
are our most important resource. A
commitment to career development and
progressive standards and competencies
at all levels in the organization promotes
optimal performance and optimal
delivery of services to the public.
Service: We focus on providing
excellent service through ongoing
planning and improvements. Our annual
work plan is a management tool that sets
direction for program and service levels

with clear goals and specific objectives.
This management-by-objective plan
ensures accountability, budget planning,
and specific timelines for reporting
improvements and accomplishments.
Partnerships: The performance and
service of our department would not
be possible without the partnerships
and collaborative efforts of other city
departments and surrounding fire districts.
Automatic and mutual aid agreements,
common emergency operation standards
and procedures, and joint training drills and
exercises are essential to our performance
and service.
Infrastructure: The improvement of our
facilities and equipment is the final target
for excellence. Strategic planning is essential
to focus on the challenges and opportunities
that must be met to in order to provide for
the service needs of tomorrow.
I hope the above information helps
acquaint you with our department’s
programs and activities. We welcome your
input, ideas, comments and concerns as we
constantly look for ways to improve.
Please take a fire services survey available
online at www.cityofjacksovilleoregon.com.
As Chief, I look forward to working
together with the support of the City
Council, City staff, and community to
plan for and help create our future. On
behalf of the entire Fire Department,
thank you for your continued support.
-Chief Devin Hull

Council Reaches Consensus on
Hybrid Fire Service Ballot Measure
At long last, the City Council agreed
to place a ballot measure for funding
Jacksonville’s Fire & Emergency
Medical Response Services on the
upcoming May 18 general election
ballot. The question of how to fund
Jacksonville’s Fire Department has
been an ongoing topic for years and
will now be up to the voters to decide.
At its February 16 meeting, Council
unanimously agreed to a ballot measure
that distributes the cost of providing fire
& medical service needs more equitably
amongst the city’s residents. The “hybrid”
plan introduced by Councilor Linda
Meyers received unanimous support

from the five council members present.
If passed by voters, Fire Department
staffing levels will see an increase from
the current 4.5 professionals to 8 along
with an increase in service levels. As
Chief Hull explained to council and
the audience, although the staffing
level is not the optimal 11 he’d hoped
for, the increase will have a positive
impact on response times and increase
the number of calls his department
can handle at one time. An 8 member
department will allow for 3 - two man
crews, an Operations Chief and Chief
and enable greater flexibility in staffing
during peak demand periods. At recent
See Hybrid Fire - Page 21

JACKSONVILLE OFFICE HOURS
CITY OFFICE
Monday - Friday
8:30am - 4:00pm
MUNICIPAL COURT CLERK
Monday - Friday: 1pm - 4pm

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Monday, Tuesday & Friday
9am - 12pm & 1pm - 4pm
Wednesday: 9am to 12pm
Thursday - Closed

POLICE BLOTTER (Jacksonville Police Department)
A consolidated report based on type of calls & number of incidences

January 20, 2010 to February 17, 2010
Call Type - Total Calls
Abandoned Auto - 1
Alarm - False - 7
Animal Problem - 6
Assault - Simple Assault - 1
Assist- Other Government Agency - 15
Assist - Other Law Enforcement
Agencies - 15
Assist - Public - 9
Civil Complainant - 3
County / City Ordinance - 7
Disorderly Conduct - 2

Drug Law Violation - 1
Fraud - 1
Fugitive - 1
Missing Person - 2
MVA Non-Injury Prop-Damage - 2
Non-Criminal Domestic Distrubance - 1
Suspicious - 18
Traffic Crime - Misdem - 6
Traffic / Roads - 4
Vandalism - 1
Warrent - 1
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Thankfully, Some People Do Care
I wish to thank a couple of very
kind people who came to my rescue in
Jacksonville the morning of President’s
Day. I was walking my dog on North
Oregon Street, when a Pit Bull dog broke
loose from his home, running loose in the
street. It came towards me and, in trying
to keep my dog safe and trying to divert
the dog, I slid on the mud to the ground.
A couple who were driving by stopped
and offered help. They diverted the loose
dog and allowed me to put my dog in the

back seat of their car until the loose dog
was “retrieved” by its owners. It was very
generous of them to allow a muddy dog
in the back seat of their immaculate car.
I want to apologize for not getting their
names and being able to thank them more
formally. I thank them most sincerely. It
is nice to know that there are people who
care and are willing to help.
Thank you.
Catherine Steigerwald

Sister City Lawrence, New Zealand Shows
Jacksonville Travellers the Red Carpet Treatment
When Jacksonville residents, Jack & Bev residents Travis & Margaret Michelle were
Helvie were in the midst of planning a
eager to play the role of travel guide. The
New Zealand cruise, they read an article
Helvie’s were met dockside at their Oceania
in the March,
cruise ship in
2009 Jacksonville
the port city of
Review about
Dunedin. Jack &
Lawrence, NZ
Bev enjoyed a 1
-- Jacksonville’s
½ hour drive of
sister city. As
sixty miles on the
luck would have
scenic route along
it, Jack & Bev
narrow roads
discovered they
from the port to
had friends here
Lawrence, despite
in Newport,
the fact that New
Oregon from
Zealander’s drive
their Model ‘A’
on the wrong side
Roger Cotton, Bev Helvie, Eddie Fitzgerald, Kelly of the road!
car club who
Aitken, Jack Helvie, Travis & Margaret Michelle just happened
Their excursion
friends who took us to Lawrence.
to have friends
to Lawrence
in Dunedin, New Zealand! After
included a stop-over at the Michelle’s
discovering the connection, Jack & Bev
family dairy farm for a tour. Next, the
spoke with Jacksonville Mayor, Bruce
Helvies were whisked to Lawrence,
Garrett who encouraged them to pay
where they were greeted by Edward
a visit to Lawrence and deliver a few
Fitzgerald, Chairperson Tuapeka
gifts as a token of appreciation. Like
Lawrence Community Company, Roger
Jacksonville, Lawrence is an 1850’s- era
Cotton, Deputy Chairman of the Board,
gold mining town and is planning its
and Kelly Aitken. As official guests of the
150th anniversary celebration!
city, the Helvie’s attended a “Gymkhana”
Lawrence is located on the main route
– a county agricultural fair where they
from the port city of Dunedin and stands
were welcomed and introduced to the
at the entrance of Gabrielle’s Gully, site
crowd over the loudspeakers. Before
of an 1861 gold strike site that put it on
returning to their docked cruise ship and
the map. Like Jacksonville’s gold-induced continuing on to Christchurch, NZ later
population boom, Lawrence’s population
that afternoon, Jack & Bev took in a horse
skyrocketed from a few hundred
auction and were treated to lunch at the
residents to more than 11,000 at the height Lemon Tree Café.
of gold-fever. Lawrence is rich with
During a whirlwind day, Jack &
preserved buildings – a fantastic museum, Bev had plenty of time to soak in the
many private homes, churches, and
atmosphere of small town NZ life and
others, most afforded special protection
were impressed by the beauty and
status. Today, farming and tourism make
charm of the countryside as well as
up the bulk of the economy. For those
the hospitality of Lawrence’s citizens.
interested in mining history, Lawrence
Acting as official mayoral envoys, Jack
is a “must see.” Surrounded by natural
& Bev graciously extended an official
venues with outstanding fishing, hunting, invitation to Lawrence’s citizens to attend
photography, golfing, horseback riding,
Jacksonville’s upcoming 150th celebration
tennis, and garden & historic cemetery
this fall.
tours, Lawrence makes the perfect sister
Jack & Bev welcome your questions and invite
city for Jacksonville.
you to contact them at 541-899-8944 or email
Having been contacted well in advance
helvbj2000@aol.com.
of the Helvie’s arrival in NZ, Dunedin
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Preserving Jacksonville’s Heritage
In mid-February, members of the
board of the newly formed Jacksonville
Historical Society (JVHS) toured the
six historical Jacksonville buildings
currently managed by the Southern
Oregon Historical Society (SOHS).
“We wanted to see what we might
be getting,” stated JVHS President,
Carolyn Kingsnorth. JVHS is in the
process of negotiating sub-leases with
SOHS to assume management of the
Jacksonville buildings.
Although Jackson County owns
Jacksonville’s historical courthouse,
jail, Beekman House, Beekman Bank,
U.S. Hotel, and Catholic Rectory, the
county provides no funding to SOHS for
building maintenance or for operations.
For SOHS to survive, its Board has
determined that the organization can no
longer afford to manage the historical
Jacksonville buildings—a $100,000 annual
drain on SOHS finances, excluding any
deferred maintenance expenses.
“SOHS can’t afford to keep the
historical Jacksonville buildings, and
Jacksonville can’t afford to lose them,”
reiterates Kingsnorth. “They are an
integral part of our community. In a
nutshell, that’s why JVHS was formed.
“And it’s going to take a community
effort for us to succeed!” she
emphasizes. “Our goal is to preserve
these historical properties and to
manage them in a manner that
will contribute to the vitality of the
community. That’s going to require a
partnership with the community and
with community organizations.”
Kingsnorth points out that there
are a lot of things that can be
accomplished by community groups
and by volunteers. “For example, the
Jacksonville-Applegate Rotary Club is
taking on the Beekman Bank as their
April 24th ‘Rotary at Work Project.’
Club members will be making some
minor repairs, scraping and painting
the bank’s exterior, and power-washing
the front.”

She notes, however, that other
projects will require substantial sums
of money. “As a tax-exempt 501(c)3
non-profit, JVHS can focus on the
fundraising that will ensure the
buildings’ long-term preservation. The
JVHS Board will be seeking donations,
writing grants, and looking for
sponsorships to underwrite both ongoing building expenses and deferred
maintenance. As soon as we have subleases for the buildings, we’ll be asking
for money!
“But building maintenance and
management is just half of the equation.
We want to see these buildings become
focal points for community activities.
We feel this can best be accomplished
by partnering with local organizations
on programs and events. We’re already
talking to the Jacksonville Boosters
Club about co-hosting some activities at
the Beekman House. Such partnerships
can contribute to community vitality
and provide revenue-sharing
opportunities for all involved.”
Focus groups will be scheduled to
generate ideas for building uses and
potential revenue sources. An Advisory
Board with representatives from all of
Jacksonville’s clubs and organizations
is also envisioned. “And as we identify
projects or activities that can be
undertaken by volunteers, JVHS will
also be putting out calls for ‘helping
hands.’” Kingsnorth confirms.
“These buildings represent
the history of Jacksonville,” she
emphasizes, “and that history is what
brings residents, businesses, and
visitors here. It’s the heart of what
defines our community, and we need to
keep that heart pumping! We need the
community’s help to ensure that our
history is ‘living history’!”
JVHS would like to know about your
ideas, skills, and interests.
Send an e-mail to jvilleheritage@aol.com.

JVHS Board members Whit Parker, Phil Gahr, Carolyn Kingsnorth &
Bill Savage touring the J'ville Museum
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Soul Matters

HomeWorx

by Kate Ingram Flaherty, M.A.

W

by Cheryl von Tress

“Muddy water, let stand, becomes clear.”
The Buddha

ell, it’s happened again.
I’m at yet another crossroads, uncertain as to which
direction to go. Here’s the genesis of my
most recent ambivalence. As you may,
but likely do not know, I’ve spent the last
year writing a book--a memoir. I had the
good fortune of being able to share it with
a prominent, East Coast editor who, after
reading my excepts and making a few
nice comments as to my abilities, kindly
suggested that I “put it aside” and try
my hand at fiction. Reading her letter, I
could feel the energy literally ooze out
of my body and onto the floor. I wasn’t
surprised, I wasn’t even upset, but I was,
not surprisingly, disappointed. Deflated.
Now what, I thought. Two hundred
and fifty pages and set it aside? Are you
kidding? Multiple thoughts tumbled
out one after the other: Should I really
shelve it? Should I re-write? Get a second
opinion? Find an editor? Throw my
energy into my coaching practice instead?
And then I remembered the Buddha’s
helpful little admonition and I decided to
be like the muddy water and do nothing,
at least for a while.
Now, in the larger scheme of things,
this is hardly a crisis. I’m not sitting
homeless, hungry and alone. My life is
not in the balance. As problems go, this
is a pretty nice one to have. Perspective is
important. Still, this is my life’s path and
what happens next matters. It’s not life
or death, but it will affect who I am and
what I do.
There are all sorts of crossroads, any
number of Now What moments that pop
up throughout our lives, some big, some
small. There’s the Now What when your
house is wiped out by a flood, and the
one when you’re diagnosed with cancer.
There are the Now Whats of losing
someone you love, losing your job, and
losing your direction. But regardless of
the nature or magnitude of the crisis,
these turning points can offer some of the
richest, most potent times of opportunity
that we can experience, provided that we
receive them with grace and receptivity,
rather than fear and panic.
What I’m talking about is, in Taoism,
called Wu-Wei, which means “no action.”
A better translation might be effortless
action, or receptivity in action. In the West
we tend to think of non-action as lying on
the sofa, mindlessly scrolling through six
hundred TV channels. But in truth, being
open and receptive requires tremendous
energy and awareness, although on the
surface it appears as though you are
“doing” nothing. Non-action in this sense
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March into Spring

means heightening your sensitivity and
receptivity to the subtle changes at play
in and around you. The Taoist philosophy
is that the more we place ourselves in
accord with the natural movements of
the universe, the more we become in
harmony with the intuitive intelligence
that guides and informs all things. (And
here if it serves you to think of this
intelligence as God, or Allah or the Great
Spirit or your own soul, have at it. It all
works.) The fundamental principle is that
all things are one, all are connected, and
to fight against the flow of the universe,
or just as detrimentally, to languish
in passivity or avoidance, is to waste
precious energy and to miss the point
entirely. And the point is, something else
wants to happen.
Wu-Wei flies in the face of American
sensibilities: it teaches us not to struggle
to figure things out but to allow things
to reveal themselves to us. And how do
you do this? With patience, openness and
receptivity. Of course, you still have your
feelings about what’s happening, and
you should. You might feel disappointed,
tired, fearful, angry depressed, or all
of the above. Feel it all. Welcome all
your feelings, invite them in for coffee.
Entertain all these visitors and let them
have their say, but remember, it’s your
house: you don’t have to let them move
in. Let the feelings wash in and out and
if you don’t know what to do, don’t do
anything. Don’t run away. Don’t fight
against it. Don’t panic. Just wait, receptive
and open and knowing that the answer
will come and one day, one moment,
you will just know what to do. You may
seek guidance from within or without,
and that can help too, but ultimately the
answer is within you and when the time
is ripe, it will appear.
Take it from someone who spent a lot of
years earnestly seeking, fighting, trying,
resisting and otherwise mucking up the
water whenever she was at a crossroads:
Wu-Wei makes a lot more sense. It works.
It works because it puts you in harmony
with the natural flow of the universe. So
if you see me walking around town this
month, looking like I’m doing nothing,
I’m actually quite busy being receptive
and open to the next clue that will lead
me in a new direction. I’m Wu-Wei-ing.
Kate Ingram is a writer, life coach and mother
of two. For information on life coaching, or to
respond to something you read, please contact
Kate at 541-840-0359 or
write kate@anamcaracoaching.net

I

n the Rogue Valley, March can bring
diverse weather – one week it’s warm,
the next we have snow or ice. Even
though our Winter season was mild, we all
begin to breathe in the freshness and sense
of renewal that comes with Springtime.
Beyond the standard decorating ideas
of lighter linen and drapery colors, lighter
weight throws and rugs – let’s employ
ways to freshen our home that take a
modern expression.

NATURAL THEMES
The Earth brings a bounty of beauty
into view during this season. When you’re
outdoors, go treasure hunting. Gather
nature's gifts and place them in simple
containers around the house. Enjoy the
simple pleasure of budding branches,
pebbles, shells and Spring flowers to
create uplifting still-lifes. Use containers
made of natural, textural materials, adopt
a Plastic-Free Zone for your home.
CHANGE IT UP
Orient your seating toward nature
and garden views. If you’ve looked at
the TV, fireplace or kitchen all Winter,
explore new vistas this Spring. Canvas,
floral or striped slipcovers lighten the
visual weight of a room. Use single or
layered tableskirts to cover a dark wood
tables. Find an accent lamp or two in
softer colors or wood tones. A bouquet
of hydrangeas in white porcelain will
bring life to a dark corner, bath vanity or
bedside table.
A LASTING TABLETOP
Springtime guests will get a lift from
seeing wheatgrass with daisies or tulips
paired in a natural-root centerpiece bowl.
Just water the grass and change out the
fresh flowers -- the arrangement lives on.

GET FRAMED ANEW
A quick, easy trick to enliven your
Springtime home – switch out those brass,
silver and dark wood photo frames with
colorful decorative frames. Add a few
seasonal images to a grouping of family
portraits and the arrangement takes on a
new life.
A LIVING DOOR
Door decor isn’t just a Christmas theme.
A Spring-y look could be as simple as a
woven basket planted with sweet potato
vine and petunias. It will grow and bloom
for weeks.
EASY ELEGANCE
“Green” your home with easy-togrow terrariums. Surrounded by glass,
plants almost go on autopilot -- they'll
get the moisture they need even in dry
rooms. You can create a terrarium with
inexpensive, everyday objects, such as
a vase sealed with a glass plate. In the
photo: pretty white-bordered variegated
Dizygotheca in the middle, pale green
Selaginella emmeliana on the right, a
mound of Selaginella apoda at the bottom
and button fern in the back left.
An old-fashioned dome makes a perfect
container for tall plants. This group of
insectivorous plants -- 'Scarlet Belle'

pitcher plant, purple-blooming Mexican
butterwort and Venus fly trap -- grows in
sphagnum moss. The raised dome allows
insects to enter. [borrowed from Midwest
Living].
Spring into action! Resurrect the life
and love of your home!
Cheryl von Tress is a Jacksonville
interior decorator and custom designer.
You can visit her at
www.cvtdesign.vpweb.com or
www cvtfree4all.blogspot.com.

Jacksonville Inn
A National Historic Landmark
Gourmet Dining
Where Two of the Last Three U.S.
Presidents Have Dined

Chosen “Best Restaurant”
- Medford Mail Tribune
“2008 Best of Award of Excellence”
- Wine Spectator

- More than 2,000 Wines Available Honeymoon Cottages
Elegant and Romantic
175 E. California Street

541-899-1900
Outdoor Patio Dining Open!

A woman had really icky
eczema all over her hands.
Some people try homeopathy.
Kate Morse, CCH
Certified Classical Homeopath 541-846-1252
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Love your Landscape

Joyfull Living

by Adam Haynes

by Louise Lavergne
Timing is everything!

Your Beautiful Summer Lawn Starts Now!

M

ost of us in Jacksonville love
a thick, lush lawn! If you’re
one of these people, now is
the time to start planning and preparing.
Here are a few spring fertilization and
irrigation system tips that will make your
grass healthy, green and lush this year.
Most of us are now familiar with
natural fertilizers and the need to
conserve water. This is the time to check
your irrigation system and consider
changing-out your sprinkler heads for
more water efficient heads. Doing so can
cut your water usage by as much as a
third and provides superior grass area
water coverage.
If you have a ‘drip zone’ it’s a good idea
to open up the end of the drip run, turn
on the valve and run the zone for 10 to 15
seconds to clean out sediment that may
have gotten into the line over the winter.
This will help prevent clogged emitters
and misters.
If you don’t have an automated inground sprinkler system, think about using
a hose with an automated valve to water
your yard and plants. Consider a valve
system that hooks right on to your hose bib.
DIG irrigation products makes great user
friendly valves that are available at most
local hardware stores. These products save
water and since they shut-off automatically,
save you the worry of running all night
long! For this reason alone, it’s a great idea
to invest in this product!
It’s also time to apply fertilizer with a
pre-emergent, also know as ‘weed and
feed’. Taking care of weeds now will cut
down on yard time during the growing
season. Most of these products are sold in
a granular form and can be applied with a
broadcast spreader. Application rates and

other technical information are always
listed on the bag. There also natural
fertilizers that work well, too.
Spring is also the time to add Lime. The
rule of thumb is 8-10 lb. per 1,000 sq. feet.
PH is an important aspect of turf care and
your lawn will appreciate the PH boost
that a lime application provides.
If it’s been several years (or never)
since you aerated your lawn, NOW is the
time. The benefits of aeration are many –
aerating frees up hard compacted soil and
gives it a chance to ‘open up’ and take-in
needed nutrients and water that otherwise
can’t reach the roots. This will also help the
over-seeding process. In most situations
aeration is beneficial once every 2 to 3
years. You should also consider power
raking to alleviate thatch build-up.
I hope these suggestions help you create
a green and beautiful lawn this year.
Adam Haynes, Jacksonville
Artisan Landscapes Inc. 541-292-3285
adam@artisanlandscapesinc.com

With chiropractic, you’ll feel
the difference from head to toe.
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T

he cycle of the moon is every
29.59 days. It takes approximately
2 weeks to go from new moon,
also called the dark of the moon, to full
moon (waxing) and 2 weeks to go from
full moon to new moon (waning). It is
an ancient idea that the moon's cycle can
affect our emotional state, hence the term
“lunatic.” In particular, when the moon
is full or new, both men and women can
experience dramatic changes in their
mood and behavior.
We know the moon affects the tides
of the Ocean. Since the human body is
approximately 60% water, why shouldn’t
we be affected by the Moon? Studies
show that more assaults occur around
the full moon. Since the gravitational
force of the moon is strong enough to
cause the tides, it is possibly changing
the gravitational effect on our glands and
organs which can affect our moods. The
Full Moon Effect also creates an increased
amount of positive ions in the air; that
may be the cause of hyperactivity,
depression, violent behavior, higher
occurrences of migraines and asthma.
I implement many yoga practices and
meditations for the full moon into our
ongoing classes. A good practice for a full
moon night, or any night you may have
trouble sleeping, is:
Left Nostril Breathing: Using your right
index finger to block the right nostril,
breathe in and out slowly through the left
nostril. If you are particularly restless,
segment the breath into 8 equal sniffs for
the inhale, then one smooth, slow exhale
also through the left nostril.
The waning moon is a great time to
remove or resolve unfinished business. It
is a great time to clean out the closets and
get rid of things and ideas that no longer
serve you.
Then there is the new moon. Generally,
people feel more energized during this
period. It gives us a sense of calmness;
as our emotions get back to normal, our
determination returns with the feeling
that anything can be accomplished.
The Farmers Almanac refers to the
waxing period as a great time to sow
seeds and plant the garden. In astrology,
the day of the new moon offers an
opportunity to change or improve
your life. Roughly speaking, the moon

represents the subconscious mind, and
the sun the conscious one. In other words,
the Moon represents our needs, the Sun
our wants. When our want is not in
harmony with our emotional state (need),
we are perpetuating an internal tug of
war that makes it very difficult to succeed.
The new moon is an auspicious time
because for that one day, the sun and
the moon are in harmony. They are
willing to get together and have a brief
conversation about how our wants and
needs also can be in harmony, and how
our subconscious and conscious minds
can collaborate together. This represents
a wonderful opportunity to get clear and
set our intentions.
William Shakespeare said "Timing is
everything. There is a tide in the affairs of
men which when taken at the flood leads
on to fortune." You can join me for this
coming New Moon on Monday March 15
at 7:30pm to learn how to use this special
time and learn meditation techniques to
tap into the opportunity of that day.
The moon cycles can help add a nice
ebb and flow to our lives. Once a month
we can use the timing of the new moon
to reconnect with our intentions and set
things in motion. Then the full moon
gives us a time to reflect and refine our
ideas, finish what we started, or get rid of
what no longer feels right.
I am happy to announce that you can
now visit www.JoyFull-Living.com
to watch my video webcasts. I will be
posting a video version of some of my
earlier articles as well as a new video
posting every week to help motivate and
inspire us all to live a more joy full life.
Send in your questions, comments and
any specific challenge you would like me to
address. I would like to hear your success
stories with my suggestions. Did you do
a gratitude garden last year? Email me:
joyfullyoga@gmail.com or PO Box 1072
Jacksonville, 97530. Remember to take time to
Breathe. © Louise Lavergne 2001-2010
www.joyfull-yoga.com; 541-899-0707
Louise is the owner of JoyFull Yoga LLC in
Jacksonville where she offers group and private
sessions. She is the yoga provider for Triune
Integrative Medicine in Medford where she
works with patients of Dr. Robin Miller.

Jackson County Invited to Read Three Cups of Tea

Our approach to total body wellness
will keep you active and energized.
Don’t let fatigue or pain keep you
from enjoying the activities you
love. Chiropractic adjustments
can bring your body back to
its natural state of alignment,
improving your body’s balance,
performance and energy at work
and at play.
Custom tailored relief for:
• Whiplash, painful joints
• Frequent headaches
• Low back, hip or leg pain
• Slipped discs, sciatica
• Neck, shoulder, arm pain
• Tight muscles, numbness
• Nervousness, loss of sleep
• Pain between the shoulders

JASON WILLIAMS
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

(541) 899-2760
580 Blackstone Alley • Jacksonville, OR 97530
Chiropractic Care for the Well Adjusted Family

Jackson County
Reads 2010! Everyone is
encouraged to read and
discuss Three Cups of
Tea: One Man's Mission
to Promote Peace…One
School at a Time. Written
by Greg Mortenson and
David Oliver Relin, it is
an inspiring account of
Mr. Mortenson's mission
to counteract terrorism
by building schools,
especially for girls,
throughout the breeding
ground of the Taliban in
Central Asia. Three Cups
of Tea is an unforgettable
adventure and an inspiring true story.
Jackson County Reads, cosponsored
by Jackson County Library Services and
the Jackson County Library Foundation,
encourages community members to read
Three Cups of Tea, participate in bookrelated activities at local libraries in March,
and attend free topical lectures by regional
and local presenters.
Featured Guest Speakers include:
Documentary photographer, Teru
Kuwayama on Saturday, March 13 from
7-9 p.m. at North Medford High School
Auditorium, 1900 North Keene Way Drive.
Kuwayama frequently finds himself

on the front lines in
Afghanistan, his “hands
down favorite country
on earth.” His work has
appeared in Time, Life,
Newsweek, and National
Geographic.
Dr. Andrew Marcus
and Julia Bergman on
Thursday, March 18
from 7-9 p.m. at North
Medford High School
Auditorium, 1900 North
Keene Way Drive.
Marcus and Bergman
are founding board
members of Greg
Mortenson’s Central
Asia Institute and will share the early
history of the organization, their stories,
experiences, and images of Central
Asia.
Many of the 15 Jackson County
library branches will host activities and
discussions about the book and related
topics.
Please see www.jcls.org for program details
and information about events in your
community’s library branch,
or call Amy Blossom, Ashland Branch
Manager, at 541-774-6987.
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Aging Well

Sociability

by Sharon Johnson

I

Clip & Save�

want to ask you a personal question.
It’s an important one, so take a
minute to respond. I can wait.
Here’s the question--Are you aging well?
If you’re a resident of Jacksonville, I
suspect you’re nodding in the affirmative.
There’s no research to support it, but I
did a little “key informant” interviewing
and focused on a sample of local residents
who were fifty-five and older. The
results merit a small hallelujah. Not only
are Jacksonville residents “aging well,” a
lot of them are absolutely masterful at it.
I am an older adult living in Jacksonville
who works at Oregon State University’s
Southern Oregon Research and Extension
Center-- just minutes from downtown
Jacksonville, so I am selfishly delighted
about my findings.
So delighted in fact that I used
information from this little interview
process to design a five-module, online
series called “Mastery of Aging Well” http://
outreach.oregonstate.edu/aging-well.
Next time you’re at your computer,
take a look. These are easy-access 30-40
minute, web-based, mini-classes on the
topics that tend to worry us most as we
age. All the information is practical and
research-based—and offered without cost.
The topics are: 1) memory difficulties,
2) depression in later life 3) medication
jeopardy 4) nutrition (let’s call it “food as
medicine”) and 5) physical activity and
exercise in later life
In case you have a busy schedule and/
or want more immediate information
about this business of “aging well” I
thought I would share a few of the ideas
in the “Mastery of Aging Well” series and
tailor them to local preferences.
Idea #1. Take 10. Walk for 10 minute
chunks of time three times a day
throughout beautiful Jacksonville or
its surrounding woodlands. Better yet,
do a complete 30 minutes all at once,
maybe even longer. Do that most days
of the week—every day merits a large
hallelujah. Take a water bottle and wear
comfortable shoes, of course. By the
way, walking is a magnificent way to
help manage or even avoid later-in-life
depression. A few tips: map out a wide
variety of routes so you stay engaged in
doing this regularly. Or try this--form
a walking group with a new discussion
topic each outing. (We all know there’s

lots to talk about in Jacksonville)
Idea # 2. Thirsty after your walk? Lots
of aging adults have never acquired the
habit of drinking enough water—many of
us don’t even like water all that much. So
here’s my suggestion. Eat Your Water. A
good hydration alternative is to eat fresh
fruits (citrus is best, but almost everything
counts). Fruits (and vegetables) provide
both a quick energy boost and help keep
you from getting dehydrated.
Idea #3. Seem to be forgetting a lot of
things lately? Do those memory lapses
worry you? You don’t even have to live in
Jacksonville to do this one—“Talk to the
Toaster.” If you are concerned you may
forget to turn-off appliances or worried
that you seem to misplace your keys a lot
lately, say aloud “Toaster, I’m unplugging
you” or “Keys, I’m hanging you on the
hook by the door.”” It’s amazing how the
simple act of vocalization helps imprint
and retain information.
Idea #4. Do something routine, but
differently. If you’re feeling a little mentally
sluggish, try this quick brain pick-me-up.
Do you always get a Jacksonville gelato on
the weekend during the summer? Maybe
you could do it during the week instead?
Maybe you could even do that tomorrow?
(And if you took that walk I mentioned
earlier, you could even justify a larger size.)
Do you always go to the post office in the
morning—maybe you should go later in the
day? Or whenever you go, maybe you could
do something like open your post office
mailbox with your left hand instead of your
right. Mix it up cognitively and you win.
Idea #5. Go Shopping More Often.
(The merchants of Jacksonville will love
this one.) There’s reputable research to
suggest shopping behavior improves
aging memory. Think about it this way-when you’re shopping you’re making
decisions (cognitively connecting those
synapses), actively moving (improving
your aerobic capacity) and engaging in
social contacts that support enhanced
memory ability.
So there you have it. A few ideas that
may help you with this business of “aging
well.” Getting older is inevitable. Getting
“better” is up to you.
Sharon Johnson may be reached at
541-776-7371 ext. 210, or by email at
s.johnson@oregonstate.edu.

Oysters ‘n Ale
Join us in the Bella Saloon & Patio every Thursday for
free beer tastings & ��¢ BBQ Oysters!

March

�: Ninkasi
��: Guinness
��: Deschutes
��: Blue Moon

Also mark your calendars for...
St� Patricks Day celebration
Wednesday� March ��
Lunch Monday through Saturday � Sunday Brunch � Dinner & Cocktails Nightly
��� W� California St� Jacksonville � bellau�com
��������
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by Linda DeWald

H

ere are two fun ideas for
March: A special hike, plus St.
Patrick’s Day Dinner
The “Solitude Segment” Hike.
Here is a way for you to hike alone on
the trails of the Jacksonville Woodlands
at the same time you are on a fun outing
with a small group. This hike includes
the best of two worlds: sociability and
time alone. You walk as a group, but for
one segment of the hike (the “Solitude
Segment”) participants walk with space
between them to enjoy personal solitude.
Why do it?
Being “one with nature” is a treasure,
and we are so fortunate to have beautiful
trails close to downtown Jacksonville!
A down-side of walking without a
companion is safety: as example, you
might sprain your ankle and no one is
nearby to help.
If you walk with others, the group
might talk a mile-a-minute, and often
not about the here-and-now. They might
be comparing notes on restaurants and
bypassing the wonders of nature.
Hiking is a good social activity, and
part of socializing is all that chatter.
However, while you talk you do not hear
the birds, take more than a quick look at
the bark of our beautiful madrone trees
and world-class vistas, or just settle in
with your own thoughts.
Preparation.
It is important to scout a Solitary Segment
hike in advance of taking a group. When
scouting a hike, I usually have someone
with me so we can discuss options and
exchange ideas.
You want to find a portion of trail with no
intersections, so no one accidentally takes a
wrong turn while walking alone.
A good resource is the “Jacksonville
Trails Map,” available from the Visitor
Center.
One criterion for your Solitude Segment
is a start and end point with special
interest. There might be an historic
marker describing Jacksonville mining, or
a bench with a view.
Scouting just the right route is a really
satisfying activity. While you evaluate
the suitability of your hike route, you
experience quality social time with your
fellow scout.
If you want to design a short hike with
a limited Solitude Segment, you can find
suitable start and end points along the
trails from Britt Park to Panorama Point

and back to downtown. That would be
a pleasant one-hour loop with Solitude
Segments of as little as five minutes in
length. Your group would experience just
a glimpse of how this type of hike works.
You can always add connecting trails
to your route for more exercise and
extended time in nature.
This is it!
The day of your hike, stop the group at
your pre-determined Solitude Segment
start point while your co-leader (the
person who scouted the walk with you)
asks the group to wait. Then you walk
alone down the trail towards the predetermined end point.
As soon as you are out of sight, your
co-leader lets one person in your hiking
group proceed toward you. When that
person is out of site, the next person
follows. This continues until everyone is
walking along the trail alone, out-of-sight
of each other. They are in a line, with your
co-leader at the rear, so they all meet up
at the end point where you are waiting.
You’ll be surprised what a special
experience this is for people who seldom
venture into nature alone.
After the hike, how about a festive and
seasonal dinner together?
St. Patrick’s Day Dinner.
What a cheerful holiday, and often not
celebrated in homes. A special way to
celebrate is a sit-down dinner for a few
friends. Remind your guests to wear some
green. That gets everyone in the mood.
Add to the mood with Irish music.
For the meal, a corned beef brisket with
potatoes, cabbage and carrots is a perfect
choice. Make simple Irish soda bread
and serve it with Irish butter (available
locally). Also, pick a few mustards and
horseradish condiments. Your guests
will appreciate tasting different varieties.
You’ll find this meal pairs quite well with
Guinness and Harp beer.
To add a festive flair, add St. Patrick’s
Day decor. Add even more to the
festivities by giving small prizes for the
answers to questions you select about
Ireland. Prizes can be as silly as a bar
of Irish Spring soap! Try the shops in
downtown Jacksonville for Irish items.
You’ll find many helpful store-keepers to
assist you. Above all, have fun!
I would love to hear your suggestions
and creative ideas. Please email your story
to me at facilitations@charter.net.
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Jacksonville Elementary Art Show is
Tuesday, April 6th

SightSeeing
by Julie D. Danielson, O.D.

W

Eye On the Ball

hy don’t athletes protect
their eyes? We all know how
seriously a coach, an Athletic
Director and a school system view their
responsibility to protect an athlete. They
wear (depending on the sport) helmets,
elbow pads, shin pads, shoulder pads
and appropriate footwear. However, even
though 90% of sports-related eye injuries
are preventable, we do not have a policy
to protect eyes.
There are estimates of over 600,000
sports related eye injuries per year and
approximately 40,000 require trips to
the emergency room. That means every
thirteen minutes an emergency room treats
another preventable sports eye injury.
Young people are at the greatest
risk of sports eye injury – 66% of all
sports eye injuries occur in participants
between the ages of 5 and 24. The
majority of recreational eye injuries occur
in organized team sports – baseball,
basketball, football, soccer, hockey,
volleyball and other ball sports are
responsible for almost 55% of all sports
eye injuries.
Below is a list of risk information by sport:
Baseball:
11 Approximately 1 in 50 Little League
players will sustain an eye injury that
requires attention.
11 Estimated over 2,000 baseball players

blinded by sports eye injuries.
11 57.3% of all eye injuries occur in
children under age 14.
11 Injury from a batted ball is 361% more
likely than a pitched ball.
Basketball:
11 Basketball runs the greatest risk of eye
injury requiring ER visits.
11 One in 10 college basketball players
suffer an eye injury each season.
11 Over an 8 year career 1 in 13 male
players will suffer serious and/or
debilitating eye injury.
11 One in 20 NBA injuries involve the eye.
Soccer:
11 Leading cause of eye injury in Europe.
11 80% of all eye injuries caused by ball
(blunt trauma)
11 55.4% of injuries occur in 6-14 year olds.
11 Approximately 1 in 50 soccer players
will suffer an aye injury in the course
of an eight year career.
Protective eyewear like sports goggles
can be either prescription or nonprescription, and should be made of
non-breakable materials. In addition,
protective eyewear can block out harmful
ultraviolet radiation for outdoor sports.
Visit your optometrist for help in selecting
the best protective eyewear for the sport
being played.
Julie Danielson, an optometric physician, is
available by appointment at 541-899-2020

Students at Jacksonville Elementary
School have learned about perspective,
pointillism, color and collage. They can tell
you the difference between fine art and
illustration - realism and abstraction. A
unique partnership of parents, teachers,
administrators and community
members study and teach art in K-6
classrooms to bring their students an
excellent art program.
Between October and March, parents
lead the students through projects
designed to teach art basics such as
shape, color, line and texture. This
year, 50+ parent volunteers are in the
process of teaching 20+ projects to their
students. They’ve introduced students
to the work of master artists such as
Pablo Picasso, Jackson Pollock, Andy
Warhol, Georgia O’Keefe, Vincent
van Gogh, Albrecht Dürer, Eric Carle
and Henri Matisse. They’ve exposed
students to a wide variety of materials
and techniques that include: paints,
pastels, clay, wire, textile and gourd.
The support received from teachers
is also outstanding. They participate
in every art class and help students
understand how their art relates to other
subjects. The program, first introduced
and managed by local artist and teacher
Tami Lohman, continues in good health,
due in large part to the quality of her
written instruction on each subject.
One does not have to be a good artist
to understand and teach these lessons.
Tami originally created such a program
in the Portland area.

To Love Someone with Alzheimer's Disease
by Loretta A. Ascencio

The Dual Role of Caregiver and Spouse

A

n important part of my work these last
few years has been in dementia education.
Frequently, someone lingers after class to ask
me a question in private. Recently, after the classroom
had emptied, I noticed a woman of about 70 still seated
in her chair. She seemed frozen in place so I walked over
and sat down next to her. As I gave her an encouraging
smile, I saw the worry and strain on her face. She opened
her mouth to speak and then closed it again as tears
began to stream down her cheeks.
“Do you have a loved one with dementia?” I asked. No
words, just a nod.
“Your husband?” I continued. An anguished look came
over her face.
“Are you are his primary caregiver?”
The woman swallowed hard and then spoke. “I am
so sorry, I don’t know what’s wrong with me lately.”
Wiping her eyes, she appraised me as if measuring my
trustworthiness before continuing.
For privacy reasons, I will refer to this woman as June.
June’s husband, Tom, was diagnosed 2 years ago with
vascular dementia. Tom’s condition had deteriorated and
June is now responsible for managing everything. She
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explained that things like driving and bill paying aren’t
the problem. It is Tom’s behavior that is making them
both miserable. Obsessed with the mail, Tom asks about
it dozens of times per day. He accuses June of stealing
his money and hiding his car keys. Most painful of all,
Tom now has jealous rages, convinced June is being
unfaithful. With this last revelation, the tears return.
I learn that June is suffering from a toothache and has
made and cancelled three dentist appointments. Tom’s
behavior is so unpredictable; she can’t leave him alone or
take him with her. In order to run errands, June had been
paying a neighbor to watch Tom a few hours a week.
One afternoon, Tom behaved in a sexually inappropriate
way and now the neighbor refuses to be left alone with
him. June explained she often felt depressed and as if she
was suffocating. When she finished speaking, she stared
down at her hands and we sat for a moment in silence.
June’s story was sadly familiar to me. I could offer her
no magic solution, just a band-aid. An adult activity
program for Tom and a support group for her. We
discussed paid caregivers and two children who lived
out of state. I paused before asking if she had considered
moving Tom into a memory care facility. I hesitated

When her family relocated to
Jacksonville, she was able to bring the
idea to fruition in this school. According
to Tami, “Kids love art…and art
teaches them so much – like planning,
estimating and spatial thinking.”
Jacksonville Elementary has had the
program in place since 2005. Since that
time, Ruch and Griffin Creek Schools
have implemented the program.
Special thanks to the caring businesses
and organizations that have donated
to or helped support this Program or
Art Exhibition to date: Jacksonville
Parent Teacher Organization, Lucy
Warnick (Local Artist & Poster Contest
Judge) and The Jacksonville Review.
Without the support of these generous
organizations and individuals, the
children in our school would not
experience the high-quality program
we are able to bring them. We are so
grateful for your support!
Each grade level’s curriculum within
this program builds upon the next,
thus giving our children the lifelong
gift of an art education. Please consider
making a donation to the Jacksonville
Elementary PTO (funding entity), 655
Hueners Lane, Jacksonville, OR. Taxdeductible receipts will be mailed to
non-anonymous donors. Community
support is what fuels this program.
This year’s Art Program themed
“Art Fantasy” will hold its 6th
Annual Exhibition in the Jacksonville
Elementary school gymnasium on
Tuesday, April 6, 2010 from 5-8 p.m.
Students’ art will proudly be displayed
and the whole community is invited to
attend. Refreshments and music will be
provided. Please join us for this fun and
exciting event!

because I knew that the strain on a spouse caregiver is
immense. They are grieving, in a very profound way, the
loss of the marital relationship. Our spouse is our life
mate and someone on whom we depend to be there for
us. Losing any loved one to dementia is heartbreaking.
Losing a spouse this way, bit by bit, is beyond measure.
It is such a tragedy when a dementia spouse caregiver
pre-deceases their husband or wife. I suspect that my own
father might have survived cancer had he not been so
stressed over my mother’s erratic behavior. If you know
someone like June, I urge you to reach out to him or her
before they become another tragic caregiver statistic. An
offer to sit with the person with dementia so the spouse
can visit their doctor or dentist is a good place to start.
Loretta A. Ascencio, a former caregiver for her mother with
Alzheimer’s, writes and speaks on the subject of dementia
awareness. Loretta A. Ascencio was primary caregiver her
mother who had Alzheimer's Disease.Her formal education
is in Human Development with an emphasis on the issues of
aging. Loretta has worked in the field of dementia for 15 years,
most recently as a director for the Alzheimer's Association.
You may contact her by email at l.ascencio11@gmail.com

JACKSONVILLE

Stop in to the

for our

$5
VALUE MENU
Great Food at a Great Price
130 N. 5th St. ~ Jacksonville
541-899-2977
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I’ve Moved!!
Alteration Center

1700 E. Barnett Rd. Ste B
(Ellendale & Barnett)
Medford

541-772-8535
or

541-899-7536

OLD CITY HALL
(S. Oregon & Main)

Friday, March 19th,
7:30pm
rn

co
op
RSVP
p
!
e
fre too(541)-899-5574

Same Service,
New Location!
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Action Jacksonville!

The Unfettered Critic

by Stacy Van Voorhees

by Paula Block Erdmann & Terry Erdmann
Hollywood Statuary: The Oscars

U

nless you’ve been hiding under
a bushel (or living without a
TV), you’re well
aware of the Hollywood
Ten. You’ve seen them
listed ubiquitously,
the headlines shouting
“Best Pic Picks,” and
“Academy’s Glowing
Noms.” Alphabetically
they are: Avatar; The
Blind Side; District 9; An
Education; The Hurt Locker;
Inglourious Basterds;
Precious; A Serious Man;
Up; and Up in the Air.
Their accomplices: Jeff
Bridges; George Clooney;
Colin Firth; Morgan Freeman; Jeremy
Renner; and, on the distaff side: Sandra
Bullock; Helen Mirren; Carey Mulligan;
Gabourey Sidibe; Meryl Streep. There
are others, but we’ll jump to the bottom
line—The Academy of Motion Pictures
Arts and Sciences will telecast its Oscar
gala on March 7.
Why, you may ask, have ten movies
been named for “Best Picture” this year
rather than the usual five? Because, the
Academy states, it opens the door for a
wider variety of movies, hopefully some
of them being “popcorn” movies rather
than the more esoteric critical favorites.
Since the films and performers have
been analyzed to the bone, we’d like you
to ponder a less prominent aspect of the
annual telecast. Picture in your mind,
please, the moment when accountants
from PriceWaterhouseCooper step up to
the microphone and read the “rules.” See
it? Now try to picture just once when
you didn’t take that moment to escape to
the bathroom. Uh, huh. Well, here comes
that moment again—only this time we’re
offering you an opportunity to carry our
version of those rules to the bathroom
with you. You’re welcome.
Here goes: In January, the Academy
mails nomination ballots to its 5,777 voting
members (the number changes from year
to year, given new talent, deaths etc.). Now
keep in mind, everybody doesn’t get to
nominate in every category; only directors
can nominate directors, only writers
nominate writers, only editors nominate
editors, etc. The only category in which
the entire membership voices their choices
is “Best Picture.” After the nominations

are “tabulated’ and announced, new and
improved Final Ballots are sent out—and
this time, happily, everybody
gets to vote for everything.
So exactly who are those
voters? That’s easy: 1,205
actors; 452 producers;
437 executives; 405 sound
recorders; 382 writers; 374
art directors; 368 publicists;
366 directors; 340 short
film and animation makers;
279 visual effects creators;
245 members-at-large; 234
musicians; 221 film editors;
200 cinematographers; 151
documentary makers; 118
makeup and hairdressers.
There are more men than women,
although the gap is narrowing. Their
average age: 57.7. They represent but
a tiny portion of the millions employed
(or not!) in America’s most enticed
and admired, or despised yet desired,
industry.
The results of this year’s nominations
were announced on Feb. 2nd. The
finalists, one suspects, are sitting on pins
and needles. Raise your hand if you
volunteer to rush over to Sandra’s house
with a Band-Aid.
Now picture how cool it must be to be
nominated. As veteran actress Helen Mirren
told The Hollywood Reporter last week,
“I’ve just stepped into the best moment,
which is when you’re nominated and before
you’ve lost.”
If we didn’t fully provide everything you
ever wanted to know about the Oscar rules
here, tune in on March 7th. We promise that
those accountants, or maybe a comedian
gagging it up, will be there to finish the job.
Of course, you can always take that moment
to visit the bathroom. Again.
Oh, one more thing. Our choices for the
three categories above are Up in the Air,
Jeff Bridges and Gabourey Sidibe. Our
guesses for what and who will actually
win: The Hurt Locker, Jeff Bridges and
Sandra Bullock.
But what do we know.
Paula and Terry each have long impressivesounding resumes implying that they are
battle-scarred veterans of life within the
Hollywood studios. They’re now happily
relaxed into Jacksonville.
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Fun and Culture

T

wo years this month...TWO
YEARS in Jacksonville?! How
time flies. Jaws still drop when
people learn that my family and I moved
to the Rogue Valley from New York City.
"Why? What?? How...Huh?!"
"It's a Mighty Vine Life" focused on
Southern Oregon's burgeoning wine
community. I am taking a new tack this
year. "Action Jacksonville!" is all about
Fun and Culture - "Reviews and previews
with attitude and gratitude."
One Mecca is a mere six miles from
our J’ville doorstep. An exciting scene
that brought us 3,000 miles west with
world-class culture, literally: The Rogue
Creamery in Central Point. Their history

is legendary and their resurgence, epic.
Put this on your calendar for March 20,
2010: The 6th Annual Oregon Cheese
Festival, a farmer's market-style artisan
food and wine festival. (See pg. 18 for
details.) Imagine celebrating the first
day of spring, running into new and old
friends, sampling locally crafted cheeses,
wines, meats, breads and sweeties under
a giant tent (twice the size of last year.)
It is a kid-friendly event with fun
activities, educational workshops, music,
food celebs Max McCalman and Vitaly
Paley, and the rare opportunity to directly
connect with the artisan producers of
your favorite food and drink.
The second calendar item is Friday
March 19: Cheesemaker & Winemaker
Dinner at the U.S. Hotel Ballroom.
The event benefits the (Non-Profit 501)
Oregon Cheese Guild, whose goal is to
"educate federal and state legislators and
regulatory organizations on artisan cheese
practices and production. The Oregon
Cheese Guild is committed to growing
its loyal base of artisan cheese lovers by
educating consumers on high-quality
handmade, farmstead and specialty
cheeses." Their "guild" system is being

used as a model for other cheese guilds in
other states, aggressively advancing the
ball of cheese.
Each of the Dinner's four courses,
created by Platon Mantheakis and his
Jacksonville Inn culinary team, will
feature pairings of artisan cheese with
local wines. Author and food expert,
Max McCalman will emcee, discuss and
receive questions throughout, bringing
each dish to life. Tickets are $75 and can
be snapped up at www.roguecreamery.
com or 866-396-4704.
Calendar Item #3 is Friday, March 12,
5 – 6pm: Ecstatic Vibrations at the Good
Bean. Niels Goossens is a self-taught
Didgeridoo player, cheesemonger at the
Rogue Creamery, math major at OSU
and a master fencer, not to mention a
stone fox. He and his Djembe (W. African
drum) player friend, Rain, are doing a
free show at The Bean (Happy 20 Year
Anniversary!)
The Didgeridoo is one of the oldest
instruments on the planet. Originally
from Aboriginal Australia, it is simply
a hollow tube made of, traditionally
eucalyptus, bamboo, fiberglass, metal,
agave, clay, hemp or PVC.
While learning to play, Niels made

"stupid fart noises" with the instrument.
After months of practice, he mastered the
art of buzzing lips and circling breath.
What began as "The Plight of the Trucker"
evolved into a groovy, tribal, techno, hiphop, primal love song. A must-experience!
The sun is back out. Folks are emerging
from their hidey-holes. Look around, there
is fun, there is culture, there is "Action
Jacksonville!" ~ Let's do it.
Stacy Van Voorhees is the graphics
and design editor for this paper and a
J’ville Jackie-of-all-Trades.
Fans, comments, feedback, suggestions and
pictures of local fun and culture are welcome
on her "Action Jacksonville” Facebook page or
at production@thejacksonvillereview.com.

Explore the Opportunities.

Sharon Richey

Lyn Boening, CFP®

Melanie Madden

We specialize in:

Investment Advisory Services
Estate Planning
Mutual Funds, Stocks & Bonds
Life, Health & Long Term Care Insurance
Please call for a no obligation consultation:

541.899.9164

Our Jacksonville office location:
820 North 5th Street

Securities and Advisory Services offered through
Financial investment Network Corporation, Member SIPC

w w w. Ly n B o e n i n g . c o m
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Calendar of Events - March 2010
Retirement Party for

Memorial Service / Celebration of LIfe

Volunteer Firefighter
David Edwards
rs
Yea
d

Bethany Faith Mulholland

Jacksonville Friends
of the Library
welcome you to their

Book Sale

38 icate
ed
!
of D ervice
S

in the Naversen Room at 340 W. "C" St.

Where: 525 Bigham Knoll (East 'E' Street)
When: Saturday, March 6th ~ 1-4pm
Contact: Devin Hull ~ 541-899-7246
(Refreshements, cake and awards @ 2pm)

Where: 525 Bigham Knoll (East 'E' Street)
When: Saturday, March 27th ~ 1-4pm
Contact: Michael at Pico's ~ 541-899-4400 or
ravenhill@wildblue.net to RSVP

►► Sat., March 6, 5:30pm: Jazz & Jewels Art, Wine & Etc. Auction, (see pg. 11)
►► Sat., March 6, 5-7pm: Jacksonville Elem. Art Exhibition, (see pg. 16)
►► Mon., March 8, 6-8pm: Town Hall Meeting, Jacksonville Watershed
discussion at the Naverson Room, J'ville Library.
►► Mon., March 15 - April 15, Birdhouse displays by Art Presence at downtown
Retaliers, (see pg. 23)
►► Fri., March 19, 6:15pm: Cheesemaker & Winemaker Dinner, U.S. Hotel
Ballroom, (see pg. 18)
►► Fri., March 19, 7:30pm: Free Movie Night at Old City Hall, (see pg. 10)
►► Fri., March 19 - 8:00 pm The Voices of the Applegate, Jacksonville
Presbyterian Church (6th & California) - a community choir led by director
Tami Marston, an exciting combination of folk, African and gospel singing,
some songs with audience participation. Holly Near will also perform. Free
Admission - For more information please call Thalia Truesdell at (541)899-8741 or
David Franklin at 541-899-1178.

►► Sat., March 20, 11:30am: Southern Oregon Stitchers invite all needleworkers/
embroiderers to bring your present project and stitch with us. Guests welcome.
Central Point Presbyterian Church, 456 W Pine St., Central Point, Contact: Liz at
541-488-4082 or www.sosega.com.
►► Sat., March 20, 10am-5pm: 6th Annual Oregon Cheese Festival, Cent.Point,
(see pg. 18)
►► Sat., March 20, 7pm: Noxious Weed Seminar at the JVille Library. Learn to
identify, control and conquer natures nasty weeds - FREE. (see below)
►► Sun., March 21st, 3:00pm: The Voices of the Applegate, Applegate River
Ranch House (15100 Highway 238, Applegate) - Free Admission (see prev.
calendar item)
►► Sat., March 27 - April 17: Jacksonville Wooldands' 20th Anniversary
Weekend Hikes, (see pg.20)

Noxious Weed Seminar
March 20, 2010

7:00pm
Naverson Room, J'ville Library

clean-up day

Saturday, March 20, 2010 at 9am

Jacksonville is under siege by
several noxious weeds. Learn more at
a FREE seminar, discussion and slide
presentation. Come find out how to
identify noxious weeds, where they came
from, and why you should be concerned.
Learn about
the impact of
noxious weeds
and how to get
rid of them!
Refreshments
served!

This is a great way to welcome spring, give a few hours back to
your community and catch-up with neighbors and friends.
Meet at the flagpole by Sexton's Tool House - top of Cemetery Rd.
Bring gloves, rakes, gas blowers, pruners, a brush and/or broom.
Coffee, bottled water and refreshments will be provided.
We plan on working until 12 noon - feel free to join us for
whatever time your schedule allows.
Friends of Jacksonville's Historic Cemetery,
Jacksonville Boosters and Rotary Clubs
Please contact Dirk J. Siedlecki at 541 826-9939 for more information.

Yellow Starthistle

JACKSONVILLE CITY SCHEDULE
LOCATION KEY:
OCH - Old City Hall
(S. Oregon & Main)
CC - Community Center
(160 E. Main Street)
NVR - Naverson Room
(Jacksonville Library)
FH - Fire Hall
(180 N. 3rd St. @ C)
City Offices - 899-1231

CITY COUNCIL: Tuesday, March 2, 7:00pm (OCH)
ECONOMIC COMMITTEE: Monday, March 8, 4:00pm (FH)
PLANNING COMMISSION: Wednesday, March 10, 6:00pm (OCH)
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE: Monday, March 15, 4:00pm (FH)
CITY COUNCIL: Tuesday, March 16, 7:00pm (OCH)
HARC HEARING OFFICER: Wednesday, March 17, 10:00am (CC)
HARC: Wednesday, March 24, 2-5pm (OCH)
TOWN HALL: See Announcements Below

cityofjacksonvilleoregon.com

CITY OF JACKSONVILLE ANNOUNCEMENTS
Town Hall Meetings
*On the Jacksonville Watershed*
Naverson Room, J'ville Library
March 8, 6 - 8pm

Old City Hall

*On Fire Department Level Of Service*
Pony Espresso

6:30 - 8:30pm
March 18, April 8 & 29, May 6 & 11

Coffee w/ Chief Hull - 10:00am
March 25, April 27, May 4

Coffee w/ Chief Hull - 10:00am
March 24, April 22

10:00am
April 10

Good Bean

Pioneer Village

1055 N. 5th
Royal Mobile Park
10:00am
April 24

*Join a Committee!*

Openings Available

Deadline to apply Wed., March 10

Doty & Coyote: Stories
from the Native West
Storyteller Thomas Doty
will share

“Doty & Coyote:
Stories from the Native West”
Saturday, March 13 from
2:00-3:30 p.m. at the Ruch Branch
Library, 7919 Hwy 238.
A southern Oregon native,
Thomas Doty is nationally
known for his impassioned
storytelling performances.
Mr. Doty's program will include
a blend of traditional and original
native stories as well as literary
readings from his
new stories set in the
Applegate region.

Jacksonville Branch

340 W. “C” Street
899-1665
Storytime: Wednesday - 11am

HOURS OPEN

Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday

Noon-5
10-5
2-6
10-2

L
I
B
R
A

(funded by JFOL)

Want to Become More Involved?
Budget Committee
&
Parking Commission

Public hours: Sat. 3/5, 10am - 4pm &
Sun. 3/6, 11am - 4pm
Members pre-sale: Sat. 3/5, 9-10am
Members only: buy a bag of books for $5
from 2-4pm on Sunday
Please bring donations to the library during open
hours or call Richard Avery at 541-245-2907

Movie Committee
&
Public Safety Committee

Deadline to apply Wed., March 15

Contact Jan Garcia at 541.899.1231 x 112 or ess@cityofjacksonvilleoregon.com or 110 E. Main Street

Ruch Branch

7919 Highway 238
899-7438
Storytime: Tuesday - 11am

HOURS OPEN

Tuesday		
Thursday
Saturday

11-5
1–7
Noon-4

jcls.org

R
Y
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La Bohème
Clothing & Gift Boutique

Spring Fashions Arriving Daily

Denim
by
Seven for All
Mankind
Hudson
JAG
Worn
175 W. California Street
(541)899-1010

541-899-3757

545 N. 5th Street

Open 7 days
until 6 pm

Convenient
Drive-Thru

Your Neigborhood Coffee House

• Expanded Breakfast & Lunch menu
• Excellent Assortment of Fresh Pastry
• Quick & Delicious Breakfast Wraps
and Sandwiches
• Organic Coﬀee and Espresso

• Gourmet Scrambles Featuring
Cage-Free Eggs
• Unparalleled Friendly Service
• Many Exciting New Products!!
• Free Wi-Fi and Great Parking

“Come Hang Out on the Deck! Spring is Here!”
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Jacksonville Travel Tales
by Skip and Gayle Stokes

I

t’s early morning New Year’s Day,
and we’re surrounded by a cacophony
of noise and ecstatic displays – not
those of still-partying revelers, but of
hundreds of small rockhopper penguins.
Appropriately for the day, we are on New
Island, in the Falklands, our first landing
site of a nearly month-long adventure in the
Antarctic regions.
I had been enthralled with the idea of
Antarctica for some time and, fortunately,
we had been advised to include the
Falklands and South Georgia Island in the
itinerary. On these sub-Antarctic islands
the wildlife exists in teeming numbers
hard to describe or imagine.
Voyages to the Falklands typically start
in what is known as the southernmost city
in the world, Ushuaia, Argentina. Ushuaia
is a remote city of about 65 thousand at
the tip of South America. It is a former
Argentine penal colony – prisoners built
the infrastructure for the town in 1896.
The prison was closed in 1947, and now
houses a fascinating museum.
This would be our second trip to the
Antarctic region. The previous year
we had gone with another adventure
travel company and had a wonderful
experience. However, we’d heard about a
small family-run adventure travel group
that focused more on photography,
birding, and ecological awareness,
Cheesemans’ Ecology Safaris. While the
Polar Star was made ready for us, they
took us on a birding tour of the area. I

F ARMHOUSE
TREASURES
May the
Luck of the Irish
be with You!
120 W. California St.
Jacksonville, OR

541-899-8614

from the farmhouse to your home

knew that first day, with my bird life-list
considerably longer, we had made the
right decision in booking our second trip
with them.
The staff made sure that even days
spent at sea would be enriching.
Knowledgeable birders stood watch on
deck, ready to share tips on identifying
the petrels, prions, and albatross that
followed us, and serving as whale lookouts. Lectures on wildlife, conservation
efforts, and the history of exploration
deepened our awareness and appreciation
of the places we would visit.
After a fortunately calm night and day
at sea, we anchored at the Falklands.
On our last trip we had spent a day
in Stanley, a very British city where
everyone drives a Land Rover on the left
side of the road. On this trip, however,

the focus was wildlife, and we found it in
abundance. Sheep ranching has replaced
the old industries of sealing and whaling
on many of the privately-owned islands.
However on New Island, where we
spent January 1st, most of the sheep have
been removed, and it is now a privatelymanaged nature reserve. Here we were
able to immerse ourselves in the busy,
noisy world of the rockhopper penguins.
These small penguins, less than twofeet tall, energetically hop up and down
boulder-strewn cliffs. They sometimes
jumped from ill-advised heights, landing
with a splat on their belly, but then
jumping up as if nothing had occurred.
Their thin yellow tassels were often swept
back behind their red eyes, giving them
the appearance of hoodlums. A hike
across the island took us by Magellanic
penguin burrows. Magellanics are several
inches taller than the Rockhoppers, and a
lot quieter.
On beautiful Carcass Island, geese
strutted across the golf-course-like
meadows and through Magellanic and
gentoo penguin colonies. Gentoos are
about 30 inches tall, with bright orangered bills, and white patches that sweep
up from the eyes, so it looks like they’re
wearing white headbands. They strolled
across the white beach to the blue-green
water, like tourists at a tropical resort.
Our final stop in the Falklands was
Steeple Jason Island, with its red ground
cover and yellow lichen. Here we had
our first glimpse
of the drama
that occurs each
day. A striated
caracara, a
hawk-like bird,
swooped into the
gentoo colony
and killed a chick.
Striated caracaras
were numerous
here. They are
magnificent
looking darkchestnut colored
birds, quite
intelligent and
opportunistic.
A short hike then brought us to an
unbelievable sight: the largest blackbrowed albatross colony in the world,
over 150,000 breeding pairs. We plunged
into tussock grass over head-high,
emerging at the edges of the colony
covered with orange pollen. The albatross
were sitting on tower-like mounds of grass
and mud with grey chicks peeking out
curiously. Black-browed albatross have
a wingspan of up to eight feet, and they
soared just above us. By late afternoon, we
had to leave this amazing other world. We
had other dramas to witness, as we headed
south into the Scotia Sea. Next stop: the
awesome wildlife and history of South
Georgia, which we will share with you in
the April Review.

The Little Red Barn

Montessori
School

March
in for
Great Food!
130 North 5th Street, Jacksonville • 541-899-2977
Open Tues. - Sat. 7:30am - 2pm
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Plan to Visit the Tasting Room During the

ROGUE CREAMERY CHEESE FESTIVAL
March 20, 2010

ARTISAN
TASTING
ROOM

245 North Front Street, Central Point
- Between Lillie Belle Chocolate & Rogue Creamery -

541.664-1707

541.899-8329
daisycreek@clearwire.net
www.daisycreekwine.com

Open Daily
12:00 to 5:00

541.899-9642
info@madronemountain.com
www.madronemountain.com
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Poster Art by 3rd Grader Cole Garske

Members make the
Britt Experience possible.
BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!

call 541.779.0847
or visit www.brittfest.org
Photo by Josh Morell

S AY G O O D B Y E TO S O M U C H

make up

Are you tired of covering up facial
redness with layers of expensive
makeup? Watch embarrassing fine
spider veins disappear right before your
eyes with Veinwave. This revolutionary
new technology is only available at
the Advanced Vein Center.

veinwave

TM

Who needs makeup when you have beautiful skin?
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ASSESSMENT

282-6680

V advanced

vein center

A DIVISION OF OREGON SURGICAL SPECIALISTS

520 Medical Center Dr., Suite 300

Visit our website for more details:
W W W . A D VA N C E D V E I N C T R . C O M
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Diary of a Local Food Hunter
by Personal Chef Kristen Lyon

W

hen you make the choice
to buy and eat local foods,
it adds up to much more
than a meal on your plate - it becomes
a huge part of your lifestyle. Those
who “go local” think differently about
where food comes from and from whom
it is purchased. For me, “local” is a
fundamental part of building, supporting
and enriching my community.
Spending locally has changed my
perception of what money can buy. It is so
much more than the exchange of dollars
for a product. I have a choice - to see the
lives that my dollars touch and improve,
or I watch the same money disappear
into the coffers of a distant company,
thousands of miles away. By purchasing
from locally-owned businesses,
farmers and ranchers, we create a web
that strengthens job opportunities,
environmental wellness, health and
education while keeping our food supply
close to home and in our control.
It also feels goods to buy food from
farmers, ranchers and vendors you know
personally. Not only will you enjoy safer,
fresher and better food, you’ll directly
support their livelihood. That’s a winwin, if you ask me.

Ironically, my hunt for a featured local
food business began in New York over
Christmas time while visiting my family.
Nestled comfortably amongst worldclass cheeses and charcuterie from the
best crafters in the world, was our very
own Rogue Creamery Blue Cheese. With
pride in my heart for my hometown
cheesemakers, I reflected on how lucky
we are in the Rogue Valley to have such
amazing quality products crafted just
miles up the road.
Once home, I bee-lined to the Rogue
Creamery, looking to re-live my New
York experience. And trust me, that
“authentic experience” is genuine when
you enter the Creamery and are met with
the amazing aroma of handcrafted blue
cheeses, classic and flavored cheddars,
curds and butter. Yum. You can also find

$449,000
225 Conifer Ln
Jacksonville, OR
CHARMING CRAFTSMAN STYLE
COTTAGE HOME,
built in 2007. 1714 Sqft, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath,
plus office with built-in bookshelf and small alcove reading are in hallway. Large open living
room with gas fireplace, hardwood floors, kitchen
has bitlen granite counter tops. Stainless appliances, 2 tone cabinets, island in kitchen. Bowl
style sinks in bathrooms, plus tile, master bath
has soaking tub and tile shower, walkout on to
timbertek deck in the trees. Beautiful landscaping. Garage floor painted and sealed.
Development has Community Center.

imported
cheeses,
products
from other
artisan
creameries
in the
northwest
and
summer
sausages
and fresh
baked
bread. Did
I mention
the locallycrafted beer and wine and imported
culinary treasures? This place is a picnic
date waiting to happen, if not a place to
regularly pick up the ingredients for a
simple and delicious meal.
It is well worth the eight-minute drive
from Jacksonville to Central Point to
find some of the finest cheeses in the
northwest and the nation. Products not
found ANYWHERE else line their cases,
including their own Caveman and Brutal
Blue cheeses, as well as the coveted Pholia
Farm’s Wimer Winter Goats cheese. If
you want to stay right here in J-ville, you
can find Rogue Creamery products in the
Mercantile, Gary West Meats and Rays
Market. That’s what I call a double bang
for your local dollar!
This year will mark the Rogue
Creamery’s 75th birthday, a true
accomplishment and celebration for an
artisan business. Also fast approaching is
the Oregon Cheese Festival that attracts
cheese and wine makers from all over
the state. Sample amazing products for a
day of true gluttony on March 20! Every
Saturday, the shop pours local wines
from 1-3 and pairs them with a “visiting
featured cheese.” Best of all, the friendly
staff is generous with samples! Curd
buyers take home a stamp card for a free
bag of curds after so many purchases.
How fun is that?
Don’t miss this local treasure. The
more I go, the more I want to go. I find
spending money at a local business truly
rewarding, not to mention the unique
products I find that broaden my horizon
to new foods and friends in the Rogue
Valley! Make your dollars count by
spending close to home!
If you have a local food find to share,
email me at kjoylyon@hotmail.com
Kristen Lyon lives in Jacksonville and is a
Professional Chef and Thrive Board Member
www.chefkristen.com
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Sale Ends February 14th

Jacksonville Company
Where style meets elegance.

155 West California Street
Jacksonville, OR 97530
541-899-8912 * www.jacksonvillecompany.com

Élan Guest Suites and Gallery
~ Quintessential Romance~

{541} 899 8000
245 West Main Street
Jacksonville, OR

elanguestsuites.com
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Jacksonville Woodlands’ 20th Anniversary
Weekend Hikes:
March 27 – April 17, 2010
Check the JWA website at
www.jvwoodlands.org for updates
and changes. All hikers should wear
appropriate clothing, shoes and bring
drinking water.
Saturday, March 27: 10:00 a.m. - 12:30
p.m. (Britt and Zigler Trails)
The hike starts at the Rich Gulch
Trailhead behind Britt Park and ends
back at Britt Park and includes seeing
the famous Britt Sequoia – 3.5- mile hike.
Meet at the upper Britt parking lot behind
the Britt Pavilion – far southwest end of
W. Fir Street).
Saturday, April 3: 10:00 a.m. – Noon
(Beekman Woods & Arboretum, Grove
Woods)
This 3-mile loop showcases the
Beekman Woods, then circles Doc Griffin
Park (comfort stop). Bring your picnic lunch
to enjoy back at the park. Meet at 10:00 a.m.
at the Beekman House parking area off East
California St. & Laurelwood Drive.

Saturday, April 17: Annual Hike-AThon and Dedication of “Liz’s Trail.”
Registration for the Hike-A-Thon starts
at 9:30 a.m. at the pavilion at Doc Griffin
Park in downtown Jacksonville. JWA
program starts at 10:00 a.m. and the
first hike at 10:40. (2 miles) to the Grove
property and the Sergent Property,
showcasing the JWA’s newest trails. Then
it’s back to Doc Griffin Park for lunch
provided by the Jacksonville Chiropractic
Clinic from 12:00 to 1:30. At lunchtime,
Art Presence will hold an auction of
decorative bird houses as seen on map
page 23 of this issue. At 1:45, hike-out to
the newest JWA trails 4-5 miles) for a
ribbon-cutting ceremony for Liz’s (Liz
Braislin) Trail. (Shuttle service to the
trail head will be available for those with
limited mobility).

Saturday, April 10: 10 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
The 6 “B’s,” and Honoring BLM
4-mile hike of Rich Gulch, Panorama
Point, French Gulch provides a chance
to learn about gold mining history at the
famous Chinese Diggings site. Meet at the
upper Britt parking lot behind the Britt
Pavilion, far end of West Fir St.
The 2009 winner of the American Trails National
Recreation Trails Photo Contest is Lloyd Smith,
brother of Jacksonville Woodlands Executive
Director, Larry Smith. Lloyd’s winning photo
depicts Laura Gentner Dunwald, for whom the
Gentner Fritillaria is named as she hikes in last
year’s Woodlands Hike-A-Thon. Lloyd taught middle and elementary school for over years and
taught photography at RCC for 15 years. During that time, he spent 23 years working as a park
ranger at Crater Lake National Park. In 2001, he and his wife, Helen moved to Longview, WA.
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Perchance to Dream
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Tax Tips You Can Use

by Michael Schwartz, MA, RPSGT
Why do we sleep? No one knows for
3. If you wake up in the middle of the
sure. Why do we dream? No one knows
night, and lie there trying to force yourself
for sure. Sleep, indeed, is one of life’s
back to sleep, you guessed it: get out of
great mysteries. The short days and long
bed for a while. I would suggest reading,
nights of our relatively northern part of
listening to soft music, having a light snack
the country in which we live tend to make if hungry. DO NOT turn on the house
many of us focus on our sleep this time
(TV, computer, washing machine, or as a
of year. And even in the serenity of our
patient of mine once told me she does – start
beautiful Jacksonville, some of us sleep
baking pastries until about 5am, then back
fitfully at times.
to bed). Return
Theories abound “Sleep that knits up the ravelled sleave of care, to sleep when
The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath, you are SLEEPY
concerning the
Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course, again. Note: You
function that
sleep has on both
might warn your
Chief nourisher in life's feast.”
our physical and
spouse about
~William Shakespeare, Macbeth
mental well-being.
this nocturnal
Clearly sleep is restorative, relieving
wandering ahead of time!
aches, pains, fatigue, exhaustion, etc. In
4. Take a warm bath or hot tub soak
nature, humans have typically slept at
about an hour or two before your normal
night, possibly indicating a protection/self- expected bedtime. Aside from the deep
survival component (harder to be found
muscle relaxation, it raises you core body
by a predator in the dark). Mammals have
temperature. We know that a predictable
a natural sleep/wake rhythm, but we can
drop in body temperature naturally
override that rhythm with a quick trip to
accompanies falling asleep, so if you raise
Paris, or even an all-nighter at the Seven
your temperature an hour or two before bed,
Feathers casino. Many studies have been
your temperature has further to fall. I like to
done which show the restoration of near
think of this a “priming your sleep engine.”
psychotic thinking created from a few
5. Try not to rely on a crutch or
nights of experimental sleep deprivation,
gimmicks to fall asleep. The common
and rapidly - usually in just one or two
ones are TV and computers. The TV of 30
full recovery nights of sleep. Sleep is many years ago was small, dim, had a couple
things, but it is not clearly understood.
of channels, not much on after 11pm and
Then there is the whole dream thing,
you had to actually get on your feet to
referred to as Rapid Eye Movement
change the channel. No big deal. Now
(REM) sleep in the clinical world. About
TVs are big, bright, have remote channel
every hour and a half or so, we experience control, have “sleep” timers (I always
paralysis, spikes in blood pressure,
laugh at that), and have a thousand
bizarre dream images, breath pauses,
channels around the clock. Find a show
loss of control of body temperature, and
on better welding, or get your zzz’s. You
yes, our eyes also move rapidly. Why
get my point. And that natural circadian
they chose “REM” is beyond me with all
rhythm I mentioned before…know what
that other crazy stuff going on! And it’s
affects it the most? Bright light. It wakes
normal – we do all of this during about
up your brain.
20% of all the sleep we get during our
6. Don’t drink caffeine after lunch. It
lives. If you live to be 90, that’s about six
stays in your bloodstream for hours, and
years of dreaming!
can make sleep difficult even if you think
And how much sleep do we get? Or
you are not affected.
as more commonly posed, “How much
7. Don’t use alcohol as a “nightcap.”
sleep do I need?” Ah, the million dollar
It is a potent central nervous system
question. Unfortunately, my answer
depressant (makes you sleepy), but while
usually just frustrates my wisdomasleep you body metabolizes it into a
seeking insomniac: sleep enough to feel
form of sugar. And a bunch of sugar is
rested the next day. Honest! Ask your
the last thing you need if you are having
doctor and you’ll get the same answer.
sleeping troubles.
But for a few tried and true suggestions,
8. Don’t smoke. It makes snoring/
here are a few pearls from my 23 years
breathing worse.
of playing Sandman (please remember I
9. Do not have any fun whatsoever. I’m
am not a doctor) for desperate, red-eyed,
just kidding!
frayed-nerved, grande latte seekers:
10. Get some exercise, be social, get a
1. Try to not “sleep in” too often.
hobby, read, learn to stay relaxed, learn
This can throw your circadian rhythm,
to manage your time, play cards, play an
into a tailspin. Our circadian rhythm,
instrument, eat right, smile, follow your
that natural rhythm mentioned above,
DREAMS! Life is way too short to lose
is an internal timepiece in our brains,
sleep over losing sleep, don’t you think?
making us feel sleepy and then alert
“If people were meant to pop out of
naturally about once a day (in Latin,
bed, we'd all sleep in toasters.” ~Author
“circa” = about, “dian” = day). As in
unknown
much of the way our bodies work, try
Michael Schwartz lives and sleeps in
not to go against the natural rhythms we
Jacksonville. When awake, he teaches Sleep
experience. Try to wake about the same
Technology through OIT,
time each morning.
runs the Insomnia Program at the Rogue
2. Go to bed when you are sleepy. Not
Valley Sleep Center, and is co-owner of CPAP
just tired, or exhausted, or bored, or because
Unlimited, Inc, taking care of snorers in the
the movie is over. Over time, your brain will
Rogue Valley.
begin to associate your bed with frustration
and anxiety if you are trying to force yourself
to fall asleep when your natural rhythm still
is saying you should be awake.
Hybrid Fire - Cont'd from Page 5
council meetings, Hull documented
how staffing gaps place city residents
at increased risk and that more crew
members were required to provide life
saving and fire fighting services for
improved 24-7 coverage and to meet
current and future demands.
During an hour-long discussion,
Meyers pointed-out that all Jacksonville
citizens need emergency medical
response services, no matter the
value of their home. Therefore, she
explained, everyone should share in
those medical-related operations costs
equally. The agreed upon “hybrid”
ballot measure will consist of the

current $20 public safety surcharge
AND a $1.32/1000 assessed value
property tax levy. The levy portion of
the package would be tax deductible.
It was demonstrated that for most
residents, this plan would cost less than
other levy-only and surcharge-only
plans. Having received a unanimous
yes vote to place the matter on the
May 18 ballot, staff then forwarded the
matter to the city attorney for approval
of the ballot measure language. That
final measure will be the topic of an
agenda item at the Council’s regular
March 2 meeting.
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by Kathleen Crawford, Enrolled Agent

T

he tax tip for this month is a
cautionary tale. I am sad to
report that there are tax return
preparers that create fraudulent returns
for unsuspecting taxpayers. This article is
meant to warn readers of the problem and
the dire consequences. In my practice, I
routinely help people navigate tax audits
with the IRS and the state. Two state
audits, in as many years, have involved
hapless taxpayers who had returns
prepared by fraudulent return preparers.
You may ask, “How this can happen and
how could the taxpayer not have known
and is the taxing authority lenient on
these taxpayers?”
All legitimate tax preparers in Oregon
are licensed by the state and have strict
requirements. There are tax preparers
who illegally practice without a license.
Some are innocent preparers who’ve
moved to the state and are unaware of
the licensing requirements. Others have a
different agenda. In Southern Oregon, in
the last four years, there have been four
illegal preparers who were discovered to
have prepared fraudulent returns. The
state labels them as fraudulent because
of the pattern of overstated expenses
on most of the returns prepared. Their
agenda seems to be stealing from the
government through their clients. These
tax preparers seem legitimate. They
prepare the return, e-file it and charge
normal amounts for their services.
Many people do not look at their returns
carefully so overstated expenses might be
missed and the client is happy to get a big
refund.
At some point, the state discovers the
fraudulent preparer. The Department of
Revenue then looks for all of his clients by
looking at the preparer’s books and e-file
records, so they can audit the returns
of the clients. Those taxpayers who are
caught by the audit process are generally
charged a fraud penalty in addition to

the tax and interest. The State of Oregon
is giving almost no leniency for penalties
because they believe the taxpayer should
have known that there was something
wrong but signed and filed the return
anyway.
How does a taxpayer keep this from
happening? The first thing a taxpayer
should do is to make sure the "paid
preparer" section of the signature block
on page 2 is filled out and signed. There
is no legitimate reason for a tax preparer
to omit that information. Second, if the
return seems too good to be true, have
the tax preparer go over it with you to
insure that the amounts are correct. A
big change is not always a sign of poor
preparation. Last tax season I helped
a new client who had generally owed
about $300 per year, but received an
$800 refund for 2008. He’d used a do-ityourself consumer software package, but
was unaware of several tax programs put
in place for struggling families. By having
professional preparation, he paid the
accurate tax instead of too much. If you
are still uneasy about your tax preparer,
ask to see his license. Oregon requires
that tax preparers display their licenses. If
you still have doubts, contact the Oregon
State Board of Tax Practitioners at www.
oregon.gov/OTPB.
There are liars and thieves in every
walk of life. The Licensed Tax Consultants
in Oregon are proud of their profession
and proud to sign the returns that
they prepare. If you, the taxpayer, find
someone who is not like that, don't walk
but run to someone else.
The Jacksonville Tax Lady is located in
beautiful, historic Jacksonville at 610 N.
Fifth Street across from the Pony Espresso.
Kathleen and Angela can be reached at
541-899-7926.
The fine print: This article is for information
only. Please see your tax professional for
questions about your individual tax situation.

Applegate Valley Real Estate
by Debbie and Don Tollefson

T

he rural Applegate Valley,
which includes the towns of
Ruch, Applegate, Williams
and Murphy, has received much media
attention as an important new wine
appellation region. The attention has
resulted in real estate buyers looking for
homes or land in this gorgeous part of
Southern Oregon.
Historically, the winter months have
not been good real estate periods.
However, recent good weather and the
notion that the market has perhaps hit
bottom has brought out more people
looking for the best buys in November
- February. Many have taken notice of
price drops as anxious sellers continue
to compete with a market that includes
more REO and short sales than in 20072008. These two categories skew the
numbers since comparable sales stats
reflect an average sales price drop of 12%
from Nov. - Jan. 08-09 compared to same
period that just ended Nov.- Jan. 09-10.
One positive side note for the market
is that 5% interest rates on 30 year loans
are available for borrowers with good

credit scores. Coupled with first time
buyer tax credits, now a great time to buy.
Unfortunately, the Applegate Valley has a
number of manufactured homes on land
that can only be financed by an owner
carry or cash. Many of these properties
have great potential and already include
septic and well infrastructure.
There’s other good news! Savvy buyers
are watching closely and it seems as if
the market is turning as prices stabilize
and sellers become more realistic about
pricing strategies.
Next month, we’ll discuss water rights
and their implications for rural property.
Don & Debbie Tollefson are real estate agents
in Applegate and monitor the changes and
evolution in the Applegate Valley real estate
market. They will be opening a new real estate
company, "Applegate Valley Realty" next
to the Applegate River Lodge (15090 Hwy
238, Applegate) on April 1st. For questions
on buying or selling property, call 541-9739185 or 541-973-9184, email dtollefson@
gmail.com or visit their website at www.
teamtollefsonrealtors.com

Truck - Cont'd from Page 5
include JK1 is the community being
deprived of the only feasible option
to remove the truck traffic from the
historic downtown core. If we are by
chance mistaken in our assessment of
the situation, or if the situation were
to change, I would gladly reconsider

my position…in support of the City’s
continued preparation of the UGB
application.”
As a result, the city will lose
approximately $30,000 in assistance
associated with filing the JK-1 UGB
application.
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Computer Tech Talk
by John Trivers
It's Getting Cloudy in Cyberspace

L

Stress Relief
Massage isn’t just about feeling good.
Jen Clear, LMT
541-301-0382

�
525 N. Fifth Street,
Jacksonville
In the Fifth Street Salon

If you suffer from stress, muscle aches,
sleep problems or depression,
Massage can help...

*Lower blood pressure *Increase circulation
*Relax muscles and improve range of motion
*Decrease anxiety
*Manage stress, the leading cause of most disease
oregontherapeuticmassage.com

ast November, Mom declared that she had
reached her limit. After making peace with
her ailing six year old desktop computer, she
became the proud owner of a shiny new laptop. Strutting
her stuff, happily sending emails from every corner of
the house, Mom was once again back in cyberspace. And
on one grim evening in January, it all came crashing
down. Literally. Known as the soymilk incident, Mom
had dumped a hot, frothy mug of the stuff all over her
new machine. It was a quick, painless death.
Enter the cloud. "Cloud computing" is a term that is
gaining traction in the ever changing world of computers
and technology. In a nutshell, cloud computing refers to
the process of storing and accessing personal data over
the internet rather than from the hard drive on a personal
computer. Put simply, the cloud = online data. Fortunately
for Mom, she had been using an online backup service
that had been keeping her valuable information and files
synced in the cloud. All of her photos, documents and
backup files were immediately accessible from the new
laptop, which never goes near soymilk.
Shifting data to the cloud has some distinct advantages:
Mobility - For both business and personal use many
people rely on cell phones, "Smartphones," iPhones and
other similar devices to access appointment calendars,
contacts and email. Being able to add someone to a
contact list or create an appointment on a phone and
have it sync immediately with a computer's address
book and calendar (and vice versa) can be a huge time
saver. No more fumbling for scribbled notes stuffed into
pockets and backpacks.
Collaboration - I'm writing this article using Google Docs,
a free online suite of office applications (think Microsoft
Office). Let's say that my co-authors, scattered around
the globe want to tweak and revise this otherwise shining
example of tech journalism. They could do so simply by

accessing it online and making changes, in real time. No
more email attachments getting lost in the shuffle.
Security - Online backup has evolved into a seamless,
efficient method for storing and accessing data from a
single online source. Services such as the free Windows
Sky Drive and Dropbox offer a way to store large amounts
of data while making it accessible to a variety of devices. If
any one device gets lost, damaged or stolen all of the data
resides online in the cloud. No more frantic searches for
misplaced flash drives or out-dated backup CDs.
Stability - We've all experienced the sudden computer
freeze or the dreaded windows "blue screen of death."
We're all aware of lurking viruses, spyware and the other
shadowy files that find their way onto our computers.
Fortunately the numerous cloud-based applications like
Google Docs, Flickr, and Mint.com are more immune
to these various threats simply because they don't exist
as applications installed on the computer. They are
managed, updated and backed up online and typically
accessed through a web browser (i.e. Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Safari...). No more trying to figure out if the old
software is compatible with the newest operating system.
Cloud computing isn't a cure all for backing up,
accessing and storing personal information. It does
however add an element of ease and simplicity,
especially for those of us who are as disciplined about
data backup as we are about changing the oil in the car.
Mom might be old school when it comes to the
hazards of soymilk and computing. But she is so 21st
century when it comes to her digital stuff.
John Trivers provides computer care services through
Rogue Valley Computing. He can be reached at info@
roguevalleycomputing.com, (541) 944-5819, or at www.
roguevalleycomputing.com.

Diabetes Dialog
by Carol Jo Pettit

T

Diabetes Alert Day is March 23!

he American Diabetes Association is launching
Diabetes Alert Day to help spread the word
that there are millions of Americans living
without a diagnosis of diabetes or pre-diabetes. Without
a diagnosis and subsequent treatment, these folks are at
risk for shortening their lifespans.
To assess your “Diabetes Savvy,” how about a quick
TRUE or FALSE quiz?
(1) 1 in 5 Americans is at risk for developing Type 2
(adult-onset) diabetes.
(2) 1 in 4 people who have diabetes doesn’t know it.
(3) Diabetes is the Number 1 cause of blindness in adults.
(4) Diabetes doubles your risk of heart attack and stroke.
(5) An “artificial pancreas” is now being tested to help
folks with Type 1 diabetes.
(6) There are people you can call, free of charge, to
become more involved in the CURE.

The Insurance Center
HOME OF OLD FASHIONED SERVICE
“We Specialize in High Value Homes”

Home - Auto - Farm - Wineries
Life - Health - Business
Trucks - Bonds - RVs
Mobile Homes
Classic Autos
Street Rods
SR 22s
Issued Immediately

If you answered FALSE to any of the questions,
then you may wish to contact the American Diabetes
Association at 1-800-DIABETES, the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation at 1-800-533-CURE, or yours truly
at 541-512-9189 for further information.
The Diabetes Care Centers at Rogue Valley Medical
Center (541-789-5906, ext. 1) and Three Rivers Community
Hospital (541-472-7120) provide speakers on diabetes
to groups. Just remember to give them several weeks’
notice.
And while you’re at it, please give me a call to join the
Step-Out Walk to Fight Diabetes Committee for our 2010
walk, which will be held in September.
Yours in the CURE!
Carol Jo Pettit
541-512-9189 / pettit@wizzards.net

Pilates Studio of Jacksonville
NEW 6-WEEK SESSIONS
start March 2nd

Naverson Room, J’ville Public Library

Tuesdays

9:00 AM Pilates

Thursdays

6:15 PM PilatesWorkout

Call George or Debbie

Pre-Registration
Recommended

PHONE

(541) 899-9535
TOLL FREE

(888) 699-9535
E-Mail: Insure@charter.net
www.insurancecenter-or.com
240 West C Street • Jacksonville, OR 97530

Mary Ann Carlson
Certiﬁed Pilates Instructor

(541)890-7703

1141 South 3rd Street
Jacksonville, OR 97530
macarlson@connpoint.net

Private sessions available on
professional studio equipment by appointment.
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Southern Oregon
Historical Society

Hey Steve,
What’s it Worth?

by Allison Weiss

D

uring the 8 months that have
passed since I assumed the
role of executive director of
the Southern Oregon Historical Society,
the organization has been so focused on
survival that I think many people have
lost sight of its actual purpose. Believe it
or not, more than one person has asked
me why we need so much “junk” in our
collections warehouse. I am very happy
to take this opportunity to explain the
purpose of our collection of “junk”!
The reason that the Southern Oregon
Historical Society was founded was to
collect, preserve and exhibit materials that
relate to the history of southern Oregon.
And during the past sixty years, we have
done a lot of collecting! The estimates are
about 100,000 photos, about another 100,000
documents, maps and other archival
materials; and about 1,000,000 threedimensional artifacts. Many people have
asked me: what is the purpose of collecting
all of this “junk” if you do not exhibit it?
I agree – there is no purpose of collecting
this material if we are not going to make
it available in some way to the public and
to researchers. What people may forget is
that we cannot exhibit 1,000,000 objects at
the same time! Statistically, most museums
have only 2% of their collection on exhibit
at any given time. That does not mean that
the other 98% of the objects are sitting in
a warehouse collecting dust. There is far
more work going on behind the scenes at
a museum or historical society than what
the public sees. One of our main goals
is to make the objects available virtually
by digitizing our collections records and
making this information available on-line.
Is it necessary to have one million
objects in our collection? Many late 19th
century and early 20th century museums
(including SOHS) began as collections of
curios – odd natural history specimens,
eclectic assortments of antiques, and
so on. Museums in rural areas or small
towns were particularly prone to
accepting every object that was offered to
them so they could build their collection.
As museums mature, they become

by Steven Wall

more selective in what they accept.
They develop a scope of collections,
which dictates the parameters of what is
collected, how it is cared for, and under
what circumstances something may or
may not be accepted into the collection.
For example, many people are under the
assumption that if they donate an object
to a museum, the museum is obligated
to keep it on exhibit in perpetuity.
As I pointed out earlier, it would be
impossible to display an entire collection
at once. Because one of our main purposes
is to protect objects, we are sensitive to the
fact that many objects are easily damaged
by light, excessive handling, pollution,
dust, insects and other contaminates. It
is for the protection of the object that it
is exhibited for a limited period of time.
Textiles are so sensitive that the standard
is not to exhibit them for more than nine
months at a time.
As for the question: “Do you really need
to save all that junk?” the answer is more
complex than a simple yes or no. The
artifacts in our collection are not merely
antiques. The reason any object is in a
museum collection is because of the story
associated with it. For example, many of
you have probably seen the gold scale
on exhibit at the Beekman Bank. This is
certainly not the only existing gold scale
that is associated with a gold rush town
but it is the only one that is conclusively
linked to the Beekman family and bank.
That makes this particular gold scale
invaluable to SOHS, as opposed to a gold
scale that is purchased at an antique show.
The collection of a museum is its raison
d’etre and the most exciting part about
working in this field. I urge everyone who
wants to learn more about the purpose of
a museum and to experience first-hand
the excitement of working with artifacts to
volunteer at SOHS. Then you will be able
to help us explain why we save all this
“junk.”
Allison can be reached at 541-899-8123
ext.245
or director@sohs.org

The Jacksonville Review is Online @
www.TheJacksonvilleReview.com
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took a phone call the other day
from Erin Buda. She and her
husband John recently opened
the Jacksonville Barn Company in the
Orth Building. Their downtown retail
store has an eclectic mix of home décor,
furnishings, and antiques and includes a
wine tasting bar featuring nearby Caprice
Vineyards. It’s the kind of store that
draws you in after you’ve peeked through
the windows!
Erin’s call was about an antique dress
form they had just taken in from one of
their vendors and
she was interested
in finding out more
information about
the vintage piece.
Sculptural in
nature, old dress
forms carry a
certain mystique
about them. There
was something
regal about this
antique form with
its worn leather,
patinated metal
and worn fabric,
created to represent
the shape of a
women’s body for
fitting the fashions
of the times.
Dress forms of
have been around
for centuries,
dating back to the
Egyptian pharaohs.
When Howard
Carter opened King Tutankhamen's tomb
in 1922, he discovered a wooden torso
not far from a clothing chest. Dating from
1350 B.C., it may have been the world's
first dress form. In the Middle Ages,
the royalty of Europe had dress forms
made with their exact measurements so
dressmakers could create clothes without
bothering them for fittings.
The Industrial Revolution led to rapid
expansion in the production of dress
forms since they could be reproduced
quickly and more inexpensively.
The dress form at the Jacksonville Barn
seemed fairly straight forward. Molded
into the paw footed, cast iron base was the
company name, Hallborchert Dress Form
Co., New York, Chicago. On the front
of the form was a metal tag embossed

The
Laundry
Center

THE NICEST
LAUNDROMAT IN THE
ROGUE VALLEY!

(newest, cleanest, best equipment)
• Self-service or we do laundry for you!
• We do comforters, sleeping
bags, and other large items
• Pick-up/Drop-off for
Weldon‛s Dry Cleaning
• Children‛s play area
• Cable TV & kid‛s movies

2408 W. Main St., Medford

Big Selection!
- Little Store -

Sales * Service
Repair * Clothing * Accessories
535 North 5th Street
Jacksonville, OR
97530
541-899-9190

(in Albertson‛s Center)

(541) 842-2932
Hours: 7am-10pm
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“Come and see us for unsurpassed service and
technical expertise.”
Jana Jensen, Owner

“Patented Nov. 22, 1906.” This gave me
quite a bit of information to work with,
although I couldn’t presume that 1906
was when the form was made nor could
I assume the location of the company
was really Chicago and/or New York.
According to my research, Hallborchert
Dress Form Co. originated in Toronto,
Canada. 1906 was the patent date for the
design of the form, but the form itself
may have been of later manufacture.
This form is comprised of a cast iron base
attached to a flexible, expandable flat
metal skirting below
a leather & cloth
bodice form. The
shape of the form
reveals the dress
styles of the era
(1900-1920). There’s
limited information
on the Hallborchert
Dress Form Co.
itself, but we do
know that in March,
1917 the company
had bankruptcy
filings against it and
in August, 1920, the
company went into
receivership.
Vintage dress
forms are an
unusual, yet soughtafter collectible.
Vintage clothing
collectors use them
for display and as
retail store clothing
display props. They
make for an interesting conversation
piece in the home as a form of “industrial
sculpture,” too. You can see this dress
form and a myriad of other fascinating
items at the Jacksonville Barn Company.
On March 15, I’ll be giving free verbal
appraisals of antiques and collectibles at
the Jacksonville Barn Company – kind
of a Jacksonville Antiques Road Show!
So bring down that item you’ve been
wondering about and let me take a look.
If you can’t carry it, just bring a photo. It’s
fun and it’s free.
Steve Wall lives in Jacksonville and is the
owner of Wall Auctioneers. He may be
reached at 541-261-4103 or wallenterprises@
msn.com.
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Local History

Reflections

by Margaret LaPlante

by Gates McKibbin

I

used to take home heating for
granted. I would set the thermostat
where I wanted it, change the furnace
filter a few times a year, and pay the
natural gas bill every month. It was an
eminently straightforward process – one
I didn't think about all that much. Then I
moved into my new house in Jacksonville,
with its 500-gallon propane tank and wood
burning fireplace.
When I arrived the first of November, I
spotted a “FIRE WOOD” sign along South
Stage Road that listed a phone number. I
called it right away.
“I saw your sign,” I began, “and would
like to know what kind of wood you are
selling and how much it costs.”
“I sell Madrone,” the man replied. “The
price depends on whether you buy a cord
or a half cord, and whether you want it
delivered or will pick it up.”
“Delivered,” I replied decisively.
“What kind of fireplace do you have?”
he asked.
“What kind?” I asked back, confounded.
“I don't know. It's an oversized
freestanding gray cement cube, with a
cylinder at the top – very modern looking.”
“How well does it draw?”
“Beats me,” I chuckled. “I just moved
in, and there is not a log in sight.”
“Tell me where you live, and I'll come right
over to take a look,” he offered. “I don't
want to sell you a bunch of wood, then
find out that it doesn't burn well for you.”
Fifteen minutes later this generous,
obliging man was ringing my doorbell.
He checked everything out, explained
how to regulate the fire with the damper,
told me where to get kindling and starter
pellets, then declared that Madrone
would be ideal. Talk about full service! I
bought a cord on the spot.
When he had delivered and stacked the

first spilling-over truckload, I thought to
myself, “I really got my money's worth.”
It was quite an imposing cache of gnarly
logs.
“I'll be back with the second load,” he
explained. I must have looked confused,
because he added, “This is only half a
cord.”
“Could have fooled me!” I chirped. And
in fact, he could have fooled me. But he
didn't.
That cord of Madrone has given me
immense pleasure this winter. I'm getting
darn good at starting a fire and keeping
it blazing exactly the way I like it. Then it
dawned on me. All the heat goes up the
chimney. What good is a fire if it doesn’t
warm your bones – or at least your feet?
Undaunted, I stopped in at Carefree
Buffalo and talked with Joe Surges. He
can fix me up with an exceptionally well
designed fireplace insert that generates
lots of heat and burns wood so efficiently,
it produces almost no emissions. Not
incidentally, it loves Madrone.
Next November I’ll be all set to heat
the main part of my house – and even my
feet – from my living room fireplace. I'm
on the verge of developing a long distance
relationship with the thermostat in the
hallway. Life just keeps getting better and
better.
After working and living in the Bay Area
for three decades as a consultant to major
corporations, Gates McKibbin decided to
experiment with semi-retirement. A year ago
she packed up and moved to Ashland.
When the Britt Festival brought her to
Jacksonville, she was so captivated, she decided
to buy a house here! This column will contain
her musings about the remarkable community
where she landed, and her new life far away
from the fast lane.

The Story of Jacksonville’s Early Jewish Settlers
A quiet stroll through the Jacksonville
Cemetery shows that the early settlers
came from all around the globe. Some
who visit the cemetery are surprised to
learn there is a Jewish section and that
there were people of the Jewish religion
living here in the 1850s. Who were the
Jews who called Jacksonville home and
where did they come from?
Most came from back east and traveled
by sea via the Isthmus of Panama and by
overland journey. Some were established
merchants who came west seeking new
opportunities as is the case of the Sachs
brothers, Samuel and Lippman, who
arrived in San Francisco in 1858 and
opened a dry goods store. The brothers
were originally from Bavaria, Germany.
Wanting to expand their business, they
arrived in Jacksonville in the early 1860s
and opened a store known as, Sachs
Brother’s Temple of Fashion. Their
brothers, Ben, Issac and Solomon soon
joined them in Jacksonville and helped
operate the store. The brothers boasted of
having the finest merchandise available
and sold men and woman’s clothing,
shoes and hats in addition to everyday
provisions. Their store in Jacksonville was
very successful but in 1875, they decided to
leave Jacksonville and concentrate on their
store in San Francisco and a newly opened
store in New York.
Other merchants of the Jewish religion
included Newman Fisher and his brother,
Abe, Joseph Solomon, Morris Mensor,
Gustaf Karewski, the Bruner brothers,
Bernard Levy, Lipman Cole, Max Muller,
and the Caro brothers, Isidor, Simon and
Ernest.
The Jews in Jacksonville held firmly

Jewish immigrants from Europe
arrived in 1851 in Jacksonville,
bringing with them the mercantile
expertise needed to grow our town.
They became sellers of dry goods clothing, fabric, foodstuffs, tools and
catalogues. They came for freedom
and a chance to create commerce and
to worship without oppression.
Jacksonville has a history of a nonordained rabbi, the holy Torah and

two places of worship the McCully Building on
South Oregon Street and
the Masonic Lodge on
California Street. There
are also accounts of Yom
Kippur (Day of Atonement)
services in the early
Jacksonville newspaper.
However, nowhere
was there an account of a
Passover Seder which tells
the story of Moses and the
Exodus of the Jewish tribes
from Egypt. Rightly so since
Seders are not public - they
are held in the home and all of the
families were probably all together.
We will hold our Passover Seder
in modern day Jacksonville in our
home…MacLevin’s Restaurant, 150
W. California Street Wednesday,
March 31st at 5:30pm.
Reservations are limited so please
call 541-899-1251

by the Jacksonville Public Works Department
Healthy streams are just that. They
provide clean water and healthy
environmental conditions to promote
fish, wildlife, vegetation, and recreation.
A healthy stream has shade to keep the
water cool, no erosion along its bank to
keep sediment at a minimum, and low
levels of bacteria.
So how can we help keep bacteria
out of our creeks? Bacteria are usually
introduced to waterways through animal
waste or human activity, including
failing septic systems near a creek. Septic
systems should be checked annually to
make sure they are working properly.
Landowners with agriculture and/
or livestock along waterways should
minimize the impact of bacteria entering
the water by creating swales or wetlands
that stop polluted runoff. These areas hold
bacteria away from the stream, absorbing
and filtering out contaminates through the
ground, organisms, and plant life.
In Jacksonville, we don’t have a
significant problem with livestock and
septic systems contaminating Daisy Creek
and Jackson Creek. But Jacksonville is

Mamma Mia Gelateria ®
Join us for Lunch
Housemade Soup
Salads

Margaret LaPlante is a local historian
and author of the DeAutremont Brothers:
America’s Last Great Train Robbery and On
To Oregon: The Stories of 70 families who
settled in the Rogue Valley. The books can
be purchased at the office of the Jacksonville
Review or through roguecrime.com or email
Grizzly1000@gmail.com.

Improving Water Quality by
Controlling Bacteria

The Meaning of Passover
by Jeff Levin

to their beliefs and customs. They closed
their stores on holy days and sometimes
rented the room upstairs in the McCully
building (known today as the IOOF
building on the corner of Main and
Oregon streets) to conduct their religious
services. The local newspapers ran articles
informing readers of any upcoming
Jewish holidays. Based on newspaper
reports, it appears that Jewish weddings
took place in San Francisco. Many of the
local Jews were buried in San Francisco
because they had family there.
Jews were active in the community and
well-respected but were not immune to
discrimination. Nevertheless many of the
men joined lodges and served on various
political committees.
The 1880s saw a decline in the number
of Jewish families living in Jacksonville
after the railroad had bypassed
Jacksonville in favor of Medford. With
many businesses no longer able to make
a profit, several of the Jewish merchants
merged or sold out completely.
The next time you visit the Jacksonville
cemetery, take a moment to visit the
Jewish section. It is a Jewish tradition
to place a small rock on top of the
monuments to show that you came to
visit the grave.

Gourmet Sandwiches
Espresso Drinks

Pints & Quarts To-Go
Gelato & Sorbet Handcrafted Daily
157 W. California Street, Jacksonville
541-899-3969
www.mammamiagelateria.com

a wonderful city for walking with our
dogs, and the City has put up dog waste
bag dispensers throughout town and at
trailheads in the Woodlands. Thank you
for using them!
If you don’t happen to have a doggy
waste bag while walking your dog along
the creek and your dog decides to do his
business, you might think it best to flick
his droppings in the creek to conveniently
wash it away while feeling good that
you didn’t leave it on the ground where
someone might step in it. But now the
fecal material (which can include E. coli
bacteria) is being disbursed throughout
the water. High levels of bacteria impair
the use of water and become hazardous
for everyone. If dogs could talk they
might say, “If you think stepping in
doggy-doo is disgusting, try drinking it!”
So please don’t think of our creeks as
a convenient place to throw stuff ‘since
people don’t walk there anyway.’ Creeks
are not nature’s washing machines that
conveniently take our messes away. They
just move the messes along.
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Body Language

Calling All Foodies

by Mary Ann Carlson

by Constance Jesser

“If you want to find the answers to the big questions about your
soul, you’d best begin with little answers about your body.”

I

March 2010

don’t know how many times it has
occurred that we’ll be going along
merrily with our life, only to have
a physical trainer or therapist mention,
“Your right shoulder is higher than your
left,” or “Your left hip is higher than your
right.” Now, a number of things can cause
these imbalances, one of which is scoliosis.
Scoliosis is a sideways curvature of the
spine that occurs most often during the
growth spurt just before puberty. Girls
have a much higher risk of the curve
worsening and requiring treatment.
Children who have mild scoliosis are
monitored closely, usually with X-rays, to
see if the curve is getting
worse. In many cases, no
treatment is necessary.
Some children need to
wear a brace to stop the
curve from worsening.
Others may need surgery
to straighten severe cases
of scoliosis.
What are the
symptoms? The
symptoms may include
uneven shoulders,
one shoulder blade that appears more
prominent than the other, uneven waist
and one hip higher than the other. If
a scoliosis curve gets worse, the spine
will also rotate or twist, in addition to
curving side to side. This may cause the
ribs on one side of the body to stick out
farther than on the other side. As you may
imagine, severe scoliosis can cause back
pain and even difficulty breathing.
Fortunately, most cases of scoliosis are
mild. Doctors don’t know what causes
the most common type, but heredity is
believed to be a large factor.

If you are an adult and have been
diagnosed with scoliosis, after consulting
your physician, you can begin an exercise
program for your spine to make the
muscles of your back, shoulders and
upper back, strong and flexible. Two of
these exercises might include; leg and arm
extension and back extension.
LEG AND ARM EXTENSION – Get on
all fours with your arms underneath your
shoulders and your knees underneath
your hips. While pulling your tummy in,
extend your right arm out, level with your
ear, while extending the left leg back.
Hold for a count of 3, then switch sides.
Repeat for 5 more sets.
BACK EXTENSION
OR COBRA – Lie
on stomach with
your hands by your
shoulders, elbows bent.
Begin raising your torso
up with your arms,
straightening your
elbows. Make sure to
pull your stomach in
and long to support the
spine. If this aggravates
your lower back, place a small pillow
underneath your abdomen. Only come
up as high as you can keep you hip bones
down. Repeat 2 more times, then go back
into a child’s pose or shell position to
stretch the spine in an opposite direction.
There is much we can do for ourselves
to be healthy. We just need to remember
to take time to answer the little questions.
Mary Ann Carlson is a Certified Pilates
Instructor, a graduate of the UCLA Certified
Fitness Program and a retired professional
dancer of over 15 years.

S

tuffed Eggplant Roulade
Serves 4

1 Large Globe Eggplant sliced thin,
length-wise to create long sheets of
eggplant
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
½ onions diced
2 cloves garlic minced
8 ounces Ricotta Cheese or Cottage
Cheese with mascarpone added
Sea salt and pepper
1 teaspoon smoked paprika
1 large egg
4 Tablespoons Fresh Basil – cut into chiffonade
6 ounces Parmesano Reggiano cheese – grated
1 Jar Rising Moon Organics Basil Garlic Tomato Sauce
Brush the eggplant slices with olive oil and sprinkle with salt and pepper. Grill or
roast the eggplant slices. While the eggplant is cooking, make the cheese mixture.
Add the ricotta, garlic, egg, onion, smoked paprika, ½ of the basil and 3 ounces of the
parmesan cheese. Add salt and pepper to taste.
Reserve cheese mixture. When eggplant slices are cool, spread cheese mixture over
one end of the eggplant slice, roll up the slice and place seam side down in oiled
baking dish. Pour Tomato sauce over top. Sprinkle with remaining parmesan cheese.
Bake at 350F for 30-40 minutes or until cheese is bubbly. Serve hot with basil as
garnish.
Happy Cooking Everyone!

Cuba uses
Homeopathy to Vaccinate
by Kate Morse, CCH

In 2007, 2.4 million Cubans were
vaccinated for Leptospirosis, a deadly
infectious organism. Leptospirosis—
“Lepto” for short—kills thousands of
Cubans annually, and thousands more
around the world.
Two weeks after the vaccinations, the
number of new Lepto infections dropped
to extraordinarily low levels. The number
of people who died from Lepto was zero.
That’s the preliminary report from the seven
doctors at The Finlay Institute, a biomedical
research facility, who headed the program.
Now, how does Cuba’s Lepto
vaccination campaign relate to you, here
in Jackson County?
We have Lepto here. Not a lot. A few
years ago we had none. Virtually all of
our small mammals, including squirrels
and mice, can carry it and share it by
tracking their urine around. People
and pets pick it up from contaminated
ponds, puddles, and soil. It will never be
eradicated from wildlife. Immunologists
are terrified by how zoonotic disease
(infections like Lepto, AIDS and
influenzas that spread from animals to
humans) is on the rise.
There is a conventional vaccine for Lepto
that ranges from 60-97% effective. However,
Cuba vaccinated homeopathically.
Most conventional doctors think
homeopathy is bunk. The Finlay Institute
is pro-homeopathy. Yet, according to
their website, the Institute does have a
contract with GlaxoSmithKline for vaccine
development.
Besides working really well in Cuba, the
homeopathic vaccine had other advantages,
too. Manufacturing it required Lepto,
alcohol, and tiny sugar pills. Simple, cheap
ingredients. It cost US$200,000 to cover 2.4
million people in three provinces, whereas it
would have cost US$3 million to cover just
the high risk populations with conventional
vaccine. Homeopathic vaccines aren’t
blended with preservative and injectabilityenhancing ingredients. They don’t require
refrigeration. You pop them in your mouth
and don’t expect side-effects.
That’s another difference: Here in
the U.S., Congress passed the National
Childhood Vaccine Injury Compensation
Act in 1986 to financially compensate
kids who’ve been harmed by vaccines.
Our government acknowledges that
conventional vaccines can harm.

But get this: The legislation is a “Nofault” program for doctors and drug
companies. They don’t have to face the
injured party. They don’t have to pay
up. We the people do, because the cost
of every vaccine includes a special tax. If
the shot includes multiple inoculants, the
tax grows with each one. Since 1988, the
program has paid more than $1.9 billion
to injured parties and their lawyers.
Congress decided that having tax-payers
cover the damages would help drug
companies maintain an adequate supply
of vaccines and stabilize costs.
In third world countries, a conventional
vaccine is better than none. In fact,
conventional vaccines have helped
eradicate and reduce fatal diseases in
places where vectors have thus far been
ineradicable, and people lack the basic
nutrition, clean water, and sanitation that
supports health.
Cuba’s success should encourage more
trials. The money saved on inexpensive
homeopathic vaccines can go to clean
water and sanitation, and abundant,
nutritious, immune-boosting food. By
itself, a costly conventional vaccine leaves
behind food/water/sanitation problems…
that encourage disease…for which costly
vaccination is the apparent answer.
Anything wrong with this picture?
The Cuban doctors didn’t know
the Haiti earthquake was around the
corner when they said this experience
increased their drive to bring homeopathic
vaccination to the developing world, “the
ones that need it most.”
Although none has been tested as
thoroughly as Lepto in Cuba, homeopathy
has vaccinations for many diseases. Given
America’s health-care needs, perhaps
the powers who insist on vaccinating
everybody should consider a homeopathic
vaccination trial here. For $1.9 billion, we
could conduct one heck of a test.
Kate Morse is a Certified Classical
Homeopath. 846-1252. This material is for
informational purposes only. Ms. Morse,
and anyone involved in the production,
development, or distribution of The
Jacksonville Review, is not responsible for
the use of, or the result of the use of, any
information contained in this article.
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Paws for Thought
by Darla Jochum, D.V.M.

A

fter last month’s column, I am sure by now
that everyone has ID tags on their pets’ collars,
and the contact information on those tags
is current. And for those pets that routinely slip their
collars, a microchip for permanent identification has
been placed. But what if your pet wanders off or slips
out an open door or gate? How do you go about finding
them? Here are some tips that will make the search
easier.
Check your neighborhood or area where your pet
became lost and be sure to go door to door. If you have
a routine or route you go for walks with your pet, search
that area first. Check any parks or areas where people are
likely to gather, as someone may have seen your pet go
past. Many missing pets have been known to show up
close to home several days after they have gone missing.
If an initial search of your neighborhood fails to find
your missing pet, put up signs with a current phone
number and a current photo of the pet. The best photos
of your pet to include on the signs would be of your
pet standing, taken from the side against a neutral
background, and another photo of your pet sitting
or standing taken directly from the front. Include on

the signs a brief description of your pet, include any
unusual marks or eye color, and size. Other information
to include would be whether your pet is micro-chipped,
needs any medication, or has a medical condition. And
offer a Reward! No matter how small, it gives people
more incentive to call if they spot your pet. Once you
have the signs made, good locations to place them would
include bulletin boards at the local market, post office,
and around the neighborhood where the pet was lost.
Distribute the signs to veterinary hospitals in your area,
pet stores, and grooming facilities.
In addition to posting “Missing Signs,” you’ll also
need to contact the County Animal Control and Animal
Shelters in your area along with local Humane Society
Organizations. If possible, it is best to visit daily and
check to see if your pet turns-up. And don’t forget to
place a “Lost Pet” ad in the local newspaper and online,
and also check the “Found Pet” ads daily. Hopefully
these simple steps will help in reuniting you with your
pet should you become separated.

Bug-Of-The-Month

to TERMITES as destroyers of seasoned wood.
The board in the figure was not the target of a
shotgun blast. The holes are “exit holes” made by adult
POWDER POST BEETLES following completion of
their development to the adult stage and departure to
mate and find fresh wood for the next generation. The

I

by "The Entomologist"

magine you are in a rustic dwelling in a remote
village in the Swiss Alps. Someone in the house
is dying. It is - what else? - deathly quiet as
those assembled await the inevitable. But an almost
imperceptible clicking sound intrudes; it seems to come
from the very soul of the house.
You are hearing noise made by DEATHWATCH
BEETLES as hundreds of tiny larvae feed on the
structural wood in the walls, ceiling, etc., of the house.
POWDER POST BEETLES, a group of which the
DEATHWATCH BEETLE is an example, include several
families. Unlike the DAMPWOOD TERMITES, which we
discussed several months ago, these species do not require
that wood be in contact with the soil. They are second only

Darla may be reached at the
Jacksonville Veterinary Hospital - 541-899-1081

Powder Post Beetle...

and it's lunch - wood.

diameter of the exit holes shows that POWDER POST
BEETLES are small insects. However the interior of the
board is in essence powder - although tiny, these bugs
can pack a wallop.

Stagecoach Saloon and Jazz Club Closes
The Stagecoach
Saloon and Jazz Club
at 105 W. California
Street closed its doors
the week of February
15. The business,
owned by Michael
Feldmann, included
a tavern on the lower
level and an upstairs jazz lounge in Redman Hall. Several
locals who were interviewed told the Review they saw
the establishment as part of a resurgence in downtown
nightlife. Others commented that the Stagecoach had
done an excellent job attracting live music and had an
excellent menu, including their popular “Tuesday Night

Spaghetti Dinners.” Feldmann told the Review he closed
the operation due to a conflict with the occupancy levels
on the upstairs lounge of 49 not matching higher levels
on the lower level of 97. He also asked the Review to
let their customers know how much he and his wife,
Karen enjoyed operating the Stagecoach and that there
were many to thank for making it such a wonderful
experience. “Unfortunately,” Feldmann concluded,
“We closed the doors strictly because we can’t get the
occupancy upstairs we need at this time.” According to
Jackson County Public records, 90% of the building is
owned by the Hamlin Living Trusts and 10% by Jeffrey
L. Chamberlain. As of press-time, there was no indication
as to the future use and/or occupancy of the building.
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SPOTLIGHT
Mark Wisnovsky Files for County Commissioner Race
Popular Hometown Icon and Vineyard Owner Makes it Official

Long-time Jacksonville
resident and business
owner, Mark Wisnovsky,
has filed with the
Jackson County Clerk’s
office to run for County
Commissioner, position
three, as a Democrat. He
will face Buck Eichler in
the Primary election.
“The time has come
for my generation to
step up and do our
part,” said Wisnovsky,
45. “Nurturing a
successful family
business in an industry
that relies on farming
and the weather takes
planning, sound management, and a
tight reign on every dollar spent. I will
bring that work ethic and experience
to the county commission along with a
solid vision for the future of our county; a
vision based on shared values.”
Mark Wisnovsky is the president
and co-owner of Valley View Winery
in the Applegate Valley and resides in
Jacksonville. He is married to Jill Hamilton,
who sits on the Britt Board of Directors.

They have two pre-teen
boys at home, Quintin
and Collin.
Mark and his brother
Mike have run Valley
View Winery, along
with their mother Ann,
for over 20 years. He
co-founded the Hearts
& Vines Auction,
co-chaired the $189
million Medford School
District bond measure
in 2006, is involved
in many non-profit
events, is co-founder
and past President of
the Southern Oregon
Winery Association and
a current director of the Medford/Jackson
County Chamber of Commerce.
Mark’s experience in land use,
government regulation, legislative issues,
employee management, customer service,
budgeting, meeting payroll, long-term
strategic planning, public relations, and,
above all, sound decision making will
allow him to hit the ground running. He is
a graduate of St. Mary’s High School and a
1986 graduate of Oregon State University.

Expose yourself with Advertising Specialties!
Will McLaughlin has recently opened
Blue Moon Marketing in Jacksonville. The
company provides imprinted advertising
specialties and promotional products to
businesses, organizations, clubs and special
events. Advertising Specialties best sellers
has always been coffee mugs, key chains,

pens, magnets, and calendars. Today
the industry has grown to over a million
products that can be custom imprinted with
your company name and logo.
To get a glimpse of some of these items you
can go to www.bluemoonmarketing.us or call
Will McLaughlin at (541) 210-2783.

Pickety Place Celebrates 25 Years

PTO News from Jacksonville Elementary School

Anyone who’s visited Jacksonville
or lives here recognizes the uniqueness
of this town. When young families are
looking to settle in an area, one of the
first questions asked is, “How is the
elementary school?” As a parent of two
school-aged children, I’m aware of the
quality of our small town elementary
school. The quality comes from a
dedicated staff of teachers, a very active
pool of volunteers and a supportive
community.
Two of the PTO (Parent-Teacher
Organization) goals this year are
keeping the community connected with
the school and developing ways for the
school and merchants/citizens to work
together. The PTO is in the process of
applying for its non-profit status which
it hopes to receive before the 2010/2011
school year.
The annual Jog-a-thon, our biggest
fundraiser, is coming up on March 16,
2010. JVE students will be collecting
pledges for running laps during the
event. Funds collected support the
Art Program, the annual Art Show,

the Yearbook and Student Directory,
Library supplies and more. In early
March, please show your support when
JVE students arrive at your door asking
for sponsorships! Everyone is welcome
to attend the event and cheer-on your
neighborhood students.
Just around the corner, April 6, is
the annual Art Show. The art program
is unique to Jacksonville Elementary
and is completely funded by the PTO
and run by volunteers. Throughout the
curriculum, students are introduced
to master artists, learn about elements
of design and are exposed to a variety
of media. The program concludes
with an all-school Art Show which
exhibits the art created during the
school year, recognizing the talents and
achievements of our young artists.
If you are looking to get involved
and put your talent to work but not sure
how, please call Sandy Metwally, PTO
co-President at 541-941-5771 or
email sandymetwally@charter.net.

Where in the world has twenty five
years gone? In 1985, I had six special
women over to my house to share an
idea – the idea came from my travels
to a California antique shop. That shop
was a co-op of seven women, each of
whom worked one day a week, shared
the business expenses and mixed their
collectibles and crafts to create a special
look. My friends liked the idea very
much. We found our first location on
3rd Street with a white picket fence, thus
the name, “Pickety Place.” Today, the
building is white and green with no fence!
After two years, we outgrew that location
and moved to our present location at 130
N. 4th Street.

For years, people have asked how
seven women could survive together!
We chuckle and reply, “the answer is
simple…we each work one day a week
alone and come together once a month to
hash out any problems!”
Through the years, several dealers have
come and gone from the shop. I left in
1994 when my husband retired and we
moved to Roseburg, Oregon. But we have
moved back after fifteen years to this great
town. I’m grateful that I can help the gals
celebrate 25 years in business. I’m so proud
of Hildegard, Sonja and Alice for hanging
in there all these years. Gwen joined the
shop two years ago. People all over this
valley just love that little shop and even
though its down to just the four of them,
it’s still brimming full of wonderful things.
During March, Pickety Place is offering
10% - 50% off storewide to celebrate 25
years in business. Please stop by and say
hello to these wonderful women! Hours
are Mon. – Sat. 10-5 and Sun. 11-4. Call
541-899-1912 for more information.
- Jackie Cauble

New Website Makes it Easy to Order the
New Medical Alert Link Bracelet™.
Jacksonville resident, Jocie Wall,
has launched a new website at www.
medicalalertlink.com to offer 24hr
ordering of the Medical Alert Link
Bracelet TM. All bracelets are made
of hypoallergenic stainless steel and
contain spring loaded clasp mechanisms
which makes it easy to add and remove
replacement links. Links contain
vital personal medical and contact
information that are laser engraved
for safety and care. Examples include,
Diabetic, Pacemaker, Stents, Heart Value,
Coumadin, Insulin, Allergic to Penicillin,
Allergic to Sulfa, Asthma, and Seizures.
This is the first bracelet on the market that
the wearer can self-manage by simply
adding or removing links as your medical
needs change. The Medical Alert Link

Bracelet’sTM innovative design allows
for the bracelet to stretch over your hand,
making it easy to put on and take off and
wear all day. Medical Alert Link Bracelet
TM is medical jewelry, both stylish and
attractive and can be worn comfortably
without calling attention to your medical
conditions. Jocie says, “We are proud
to be a local company and invite you to
visit our new website and watch a video
explaining the features of our bracelet, see
the products and place your order. And, if
you have any questions, please call us here
at our Jacksonville office at 541-899-3403.”
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Dr. Susan Konecny with Sage & Laurel

Why Schedule a House Call?
• Less stress on you and your pets
• Reduce your pets exposure to other illnesses
• Multiple pets can be seen during the same visit
• Use our mobile exam room at your doorstep
• More Doctor time
• Convenient evening appointments
Learn more about our services and schedule
your appointment online at:

www.homepetvet.net

Home Pet Vet

Or call us at:

LLC

541.261.9641
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